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News Points
Electronic documents in
court
A revised practice note for the use of electronic
bundles and case books in the High Court has
been issued by the Chief High Court Judge to
replace the Practice Note issued on 23 October
2013.
The purpose of the practice note is to continue to encourage and facilitate the use in the
High Court of electronic documents for cases
(both civil and criminal) with a large amount of
documentary material.
The practice note is available on the Courts
of New Zealand website: www.courtsofnz.govt.
nz/business/practice.

DC judgments go online
A new website, www.districtcourts.govt.nz, has
started publishing judicial decisions from the
District Courts. The website is run from the Office
of the Chief District Court Judge and “marks a
significant milestone in the modernisation of
New Zealand’s District Courts,” says a media
release from the Court.
Chief District Court Judge Jan-Marie Doogue
said that from now on, a publications unit working under an editorial board of senior judges,
will select for online publication those decisions
considered of high public or legal interest and
which meet criteria for publication. This calendar
year, the website expects to publish about 2,500
decisions, rising to about 4,000 next year.

Wifi in courts
Wifi is now available to lawyers, judges, the
media and others working in the Waitakere and
Manukau District Courts.
Following this innovation, wifi will be extended
this month so it will be available also in the North
Shore and Auckland District Courts.
“The wifi service is part of our commitment
to modernising courts and to continuously
improve the service we provide the judiciary,
parties and other government agencies,” says
Heather Baggott, General Manager District
Courts, Ministry of Justice.
Wifi is to support the court process and access
is given at the discretion of the court manager.
It is not intended for witnesses, defendants or
members of the public.
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From the Law Society

Lawyering in Masterton
The Wairarapa is one of New Zealand’s gems. From the Pukaha Mount Bruce
wildlife centre in the north of the district to the Putangirua Pinnacles in the
south, there is a wide variety of activity and scenes.
In this issue of LawTalk, we look at lawyering in the district’s main town,
Masterton.
Masterton lawyers are a very important part of the Law Society’s Wellington
branch, of which I was President until recently, when I moved to the role of
Law Society Vice-President for Wellington.
I have valued my contact with Masterton lawyers during my time in office
and have learned much from the particular perspectives they bring to both
the branch and the wider Law Society. Wairarapa practitioners have a wellrun system to ensure representation on the Wellington branch Council, and
I was thrilled to also see a Wairarapa lawyer, Jessie Hunt, elected last year as “an ordinary Wellington
branch Council member”.
A number of indicators demonstrate that Masterton may be thriving.
One is a recent report in the Wairarapa Times-Age that economic activity in Masterton is 3% up on
the same time last year.
Another indicator is just how busy the real estate market is at present. This is highlighted by Property
Law Service Ltd managing solicitor Christian Jorgensen. He talks about the market being “rampant”
and notes that the slight slow-down of a month ago was because of a lack of properties for sale. That
resulted in real estate agents “running around door knocking trying to find new listings”.
In many ways, Masterton is like many New Zealand towns that are surrounded by farms, with
farming providing an important component of the local economy. However, it is not the only industry,
with viticulture, tourism and other activities also significant contributors to the town’s economy. While
that aspect of life is shared by many other towns, Masterton has its own unique features, as does the
whole Wairarapa district.
The town is home to many excellent lawyers too. In the feature we have highlighted just a few, but the
fact is that we have a very strong bar in the town. As an in-house lawyer myself, I am also interested to
note that we have at least one in-house lawyer who is based in Masterton, Gordon Wong. Until relatively
recently we also had another, as Andra Mobberley worked in-house in Wellington, commuting by train
from Masterton until she started practising as a barrister in October last year.
Collegiality among the profession is another strength of the area. The bar is close and extremely supportive. In recent times they have rallied to support the children of highly regarded local practitioner
Louise Elder. One of the important annual fixtures is the very long-established bar dinner. I have tried
to find out how long the bar dinner has been on the Masterton legal calendar. This year’s Wairarapa
bar dinner is its 64th. “Townies” are always most welcome at this fabulous evening, and for details see
Wellington e-brief or contact the Wellington branch.
Like many Wellingtonians, I thoroughly enjoy visits to the Wairarapa and to Masterton. My only regret
is that I don’t get to travel over the Rimutaka Hill often enough.
Nerissa Barber
New Zealand Law Society Vice-President Wellington
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Wellington District Court Judge John Walker
has been appointed Principal Youth Court Judge.
His appointment follows former Principal Youth
Court Judge Andrew Becroft’s appointment as
Children’s Commissioner. Judge Walker was
admitted in 1975. He practised with Macalister
Mazengarb and as a barrister in Wellington before
his appointment to the bench in 1994. He was
Executive Judge for the Wellington region from
2004 to 2010 and has acted as both Principal
Youth Court Judge and Chief District Court Judge.
Judge Walker developed the Youth Drug Court
in Christchurch and has had leading roles in
improving the courts’ handling of family violence cases and responses to drug and alcohol
dependent people.
Rangiora lawyer John
Brandts-Giesen has been
appointed an Acting District
Court Judge in Invercargill.
Judge Brandts-Giesen was
sworn in on 5 August in
Christchurch and sits in
Invercargill. He will hold
John Brandts-Giesen a Family Court warrant.
Mr Brandts-Giesen started practice as a staff
solicitor for Raymond Donnelly in 1976. In 1980
he became a partner in the firm now known
as Lane Neave before joining the partnership
Brandts-Giesen McCormick Lawyers in 1994.
Mr Brandts-Giesen has primarily practised
family law, including conducting relationship
property and care of children cases and numerous appointments as lawyer for the child. Mr
Brandts-Giesen is a former Canterbury District
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Lawyers are the only
persons in whom
ignorance of the law
is not punished.
— Jeremy Bentham, The Canadian Bar Journal

Law Society President and former New Zealand
Law Society Board and Council member until his
appointment as a member of the NZLS Practice
Approval Committee.
Oamaru lawyer Catriona
Doyle has been appointed
an Acting District Court
Judge. Judge Doyle will
be sworn in on 18 August
in Wellington and will sit in
Wellington. She will hold a
Family Court warrant. Ms
Catriona Doyle
Doyle began practice as a
staff solicitor at Burridge & Co in 1993 before
joining Thomas Dewar Sziranyi Druce. In 1998
she became a Director of Family Law Specialists
Limited before moving to Hope and Associates
in 2015. Ms Doyle has practised family law in
the District Court and High Court, including
appointments as lawyer for the child and counsel
to assist the court. She also has experience
in Hague Convention work. Ms Doyle was
a member of the NZLS Family Law Section
Executive and has been a presenter at many
seminars on family law.
Professor Craig Elliffe
from Auckland University
Law School has been
awarded a Doctorate from
the University of Cambridge
for his “significant contribution to scholarship”.
The announcement of his
PhD follows an extensive

Craig Elliffe

submission of Professor Elliffe’s work on the
subject of international tax law and tax avoidance, including his recent book International and
Cross-Border Taxation in New Zealand. Published
by Thomson Reuters, this book won the Legal
Research Foundation’s JF Northey Memorial
Book Award for the best law book published
in 2015.
Corporate lawyer and
MinterEllisonRuddWatts
partner Silvana Schenone
has been appointed to the
Takeovers Panel. The
appointment is effective
from 1 October. The panel,
which has 11 members
Silvana Schenone
appointed by the GovernorGeneral, is the regulator of the corporate takeovers market.
Lawyer Daniel Wong has
been appointed to the
New Zealand Symphony
Orchestra Board. A corporate lawyer, Mr Wong is the
director and co-founder of
the Auckland-based specialist corporate law firm,
Daniel Wong Flacks and Wong Limited.
He is also an accomplished violinist who took
up the instrument aged four and played with
the Wellington Youth Orchestra for six years.
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Dominion Law –
Chris Hocquard
By Nick Butcher
Chris Hocquard is a lawyer with a somewhat unique
business, as he mostly represents musicians and entertainers.
“Over my career I’ve acted for almost everyone at
some point,” he says.
Unlike many of his contemporaries, he doesn’t wear
a pin striped suit, preferring to dress casually in trendy
jeans and top, and a five-o’clock stubble loosely giving
the impression that he is a sort of outlaw lawyer.
And when interviewing Mr Hocquard, there’s little
talk of core law principles but more about how he has
used law to fuel his true passion, music and the musicians he acts for.
Admitted in 1987 after studying law at Victoria
University, Mr Hocquard says he wasn’t interested in
what he describes as “normal old law” and had his
sights set on something different.
“I wanted to do something with a law degree that’s
creative and enjoyable rather than just do law,” he says.
However he did practise that so-called “normal law”
at Macalister Mazengarb.
“At the time one of the senior partners there was the
chair of the Broadcasting Commission and I thought
that might get me into entertainment law, but I ended
up mostly doing conveyancing work in the Porirua
office,” he says.

Mr Hocquard then grabbed a backpack, as many
young people do, boarded a jet plane and continued
to follow that elusive dream, firstly in Canada, then
the United Kingdom.
“I knew people playing in [rock] bands but mostly
worked in local authorities dealing with child abuse
as part of a prosecution team,” he says.
After a few years in the UK, Mr Hocquard returned
to New Zealand with the firm intention
of becoming an entertainment lawyer.
“What I worked out really early on
was that life and work balance is so
important. When I was 16, I was told
that in the future there would be more
and more leisure time, less work and
that technology would take over a lot
of jobs.
“They were wrong by a long shot
because it’s [technology taking over]
only happening now, but back then I
looked at what I like to do in my spare
time and it was going out and watching
bands in bars and venues so I decided
to combine the two and make a living
out of legally representing musicians
and entertainers,” he says.
At the time, Mr Hocquard says, no-one
had created a law firm specialising in
entertainment law, and armed with a
vast amount of experience in conveyancing and wills work, he set up a small
business that only did this work specifically for entertainers.
“To supplement my income as the
entertainment side of the business
grew legs, I did Continued on next page...

❝ I wanted to
do something
with a law
degree that’s
creative and
enjoyable
rather than
just do law
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normal law work for unusual or creative people and still do. We will still buy
and sell a house for Dave Dobbyn if he
wants to but if someone walks off the
street and asks how much for your conveyancing, these days I’ll probably give
them someone else’s phone number.”
As the business reputation became
more established, it became less about
houses and wills and more about the
“interesting stuff ”, he says.
“Creative people are the way they are
because they look at the world in a different way to everyone else. Unsurprisingly
– they need something different from
a lawyer.”
Dominion Law is a hop-skip from the
Auckland CBD in the trendy suburb of
Kingsland. It was founded in 1995 and
over the past 20 years, the firm which
includes partners Tim Riley and Gervais
Laird, has represented 99% of people
involved in the entertainment industry.
The trio cover entertainment and new
media, film and television and areas of
commercial, financial and intellectual
property law affecting some of the country’s most well-known creative people.

What does an entertainment
lawyer do?
“I try and help people who are creative
survive in a world that doesn’t necessarily understand and appreciate creative people. It likes the rewards of the
creative sector but doesn’t necessarily
reward the players.
“It’s about trying to commercialise
these people, trying to help them be
able to stick to what they do and make a
living out of it and have a career – that’s
it in theory,” he says.
Musicians in New Zealand have never
really imitated the success of overseas
artists in that there are no multi-million
record sellers.
The few exceptions are Neil Finn who
is rumoured to earn $1,000,000 dollars a
year through royalties from Don’t Dream
It’s Over that reached number two on the
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❝ Creative
people are
the way they
are because
they look at
the world in a
different way to
everyone else.
Unsurprisingly,
they need
something
different from
a lawyer

Billboard Hot 100 in the United States in 1987.
“It’s played on classic rock radio and if you get on that
radio loop where that song is going to be played for the
rest of your life, that’s where the earnings are,” he says.
There’s also Lorde, who became an overnight millionaire by topping the charts with Royals in 2013.
“Lorde will probably be in the same situation. Royals
will become a classic hit of the 2000s and will continue
to generate income forever too,” he says.
Mr Hocquard represents Lorde’s song writing partner,
Joel Little and the pair co-own a record label company
called Dryden Street.
The record company has the Nelson duo Broods on
its books. Their pop album Conscious has been top of
the New Zealand music charts.

What does an NZ-based entertainment lawyer
do for Los Angeles based Joel Little?
“It’s actually very simple. It’s about drafting agreements.
Joel is now a producer/song writer, so he goes into the
studio with someone. They’ll work together and come
up with a few songs.
“They’ll say: ‘let’s record them’. The management and
record companies will say they’ll pay a certain amount
of money and a contract will be generated. It’s very
simple, it’s bread and butter law I do but there is a lot
of it,” he says.
Joel Little has come a long way from his more humble
beginnings as a singer and guitar player for pop punk
band Goodnight Nurse. He won a Grammy for his song
writing with Lorde with Royals.
“That’s put Joel up near the top tier of songwriters
in the world to work with, so he is having his moment,
definitely,” Mr Hocquard says.
On the back of the Grammy success, he and Joel
Little quickly unleashed Broods onto the music industry
through their record label, Dryden Street.
“It’s about timing, and it made sense to capitalise
on the Grammy success,” he says.

Is being an entertainment lawyer a life laden
with late nights and airports?
There’s a network of around 20 entertainment lawyers
operating around the world, but Mr Hocquard doesn’t
live a life of hotels and chauffeurs.
“I made a conscious decision that I was going to be
New Zealand-based. I’d already travelled extensively
in the 1980s and when I came back from overseas, I
was having a family. The entertainment lawyers that
travel between London and Los Angeles are the ones

Our Profession, Our People

that do most of the work,” he says.
He says Sydney is where he’ll travel to regularly and
LA perhaps once a year, mostly for networking and a
holiday.
“I don’t really deal with other New Zealand lawyers.
Most of what I do with entertainment law is working
with lawyers from Sydney, London, LA or New York.
“There are plenty of better ways of making a living
as a lawyer than doing what I do, but as I said, I made
a lifestyle choice a long time ago.
“These days, young smart lawyers will probably see
what I do as something they’d like to be involved in,
but then they’ll see they can make three times as much
money practising an aspect of law that pays a helluva
lot better.
“It’s a lifestyle decision. They can earn that big money
but they may not have the same experiences I get to
have,” he says.
Mr Hocquard has a legal practise, a record label, a
digital distributor business, along with a record management company that pushes singles and EPs.
“The first single we released by Kids of 88 nearly
topped the charts. We ended up making an album and
securing a deal in Australia. We also tried to get them
into the United States. It nearly worked,” he says.
Other artists who have been successful include
Australian Jared James, who sold 250,000 singles.
“We don’t make any real money. It gets poured straight
back into the business but I do get to learn how to try
and break an artist outside of New Zealand,” he says.
Mr Hocquard is a lawyer who enjoys taking a risk,
which is what he did with Amplifier, a music site he
closed down last year.
“It was like a forerunner to iTunes in that it sold digital downloads of music. It ran for about 12 years and
that was about me trying to understand
how digital would affect music. The best
way of doing that sometimes is to start
a business,” he says.
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❝ Don’t sign
a record deal
for the rest of
the world in
New Zealand.
If you do, you’ll
never get out of
New Zealand

Advice to musicians
aspiring to be signed

Edward J Power

“Don’t sign a record deal for the rest of
the world in New Zealand. If you do,
you’ll never get out of New Zealand. The
reason classic bands such as Mi-Sex and
Dragon made it is because they left and
signed in Australia,” he says.
But he admits internet technology has
helped push New Zealand artists to a

BARRISTER

much wider audience, through social
media and other digital channels.
Mr Hocquard admires integrity in an
artist and for that reason. Tim Finn has
been the client he respects most.
“Tim Finn is so old school. He has
never compromised anything that he
has done. My exposure to some of the
best music producers in the world was
because they wanted to work with Tim.
“He is revered by artists throughout
the world, yet his profile is not at the
same level of his brother Neil Finn,” he
says.
But Mr Hocquard says you’ll never
hear a Tim Finn composition attached
to a commercial advertisement.
“He just won’t do it. Just think how
many times he could have sold for example I See Red to beer company, Lion. They
could’ve used it to market their beer.
“He’s that ultimate artist, a musician
who writes a song because it’s a song,
not because he sees it appearing in an
advert or a movie.
“He has never compromised his
music. A couple of years ago he told
me he probably wouldn’t make another
pop record, and he hasn’t. He said I’ve
done that now. But who knows, he might
still have an album left in him,” he says.
Recently Tim Finn embarked on musical theatre in Australia with the show
Ladies in Black which he wrote all music
and lyrics to. ▪

Edward is an experienced taxation barrister who has
joined Barristers • comm Chambers in Wellington and
is available to accept immediate work. Edward may
be contacted on:
ejhpower@barristercomm.com
 04 914 1050  027 201 9605
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Welcome to the profession

Father and son Andrew (left) and Tom Gilchrist at the ceremony where Tom was admitted in Auckland on 15 July. Andrew was Tom’s moving counsel. Photo: Claudia
Chilcott, NZLS Auckland branch photographer.

Tauranga
Kathryn Angharad Poultney
Whitney Claudine Winiata

Rotorua
Mehal Kejriwal

Christchurch
Brittany Armstrong
Lavinia Jean Buckenham Baines
Charlotte Mary Borrie
Abby Frances Bradford
Michael Christopher Brennan
Zoe Frances Caughey
Katherine Elizabeth Chapman
Arjun Chawdhry
Benjamin Edward Eason
Penelope Eathorne
Danita Janine Ferreira
Josephine Sarah Ganly
Emma Marguerite Gattey
Samuel William Gunn
Laura Cheryl Hann
Samuel Nicholas Olsen Hider
Nathan Samuel Robert Hollis
Eden Laura Holmes
Emma Louise James
Amy Elizabeth Kennerley
Luke Bryn Kerr
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Alyssa Megan Langford
Lisa Lin
Rebecca Mao
Sarah Louise McDermid
Nikheel Narren Nambiar
Emma Violet Forsythe Nicol
Ryan George Francis O’Connor
Hayden Rhys Norman O’Donnell
Dylan James Pine
Georgia Anne Robertson
Miria Roimata Scott-Toft
Edana Jennifer Sparks
Michael Tua Stewart
Nicola Victoria Rose Stratton
Taleja-Marie Megan
Summerfield
Holly Anne Swadel
Buster Tranter Thompson
Eloise Mary Toner
Kate Clementine Warren
Demelza Laura May Whitmore
Bridget Susan Williams

Auckland
Zane Christopher Adams-Morris
Viraaj Akuthotha
Sarah Fadil Alawi
Thomas Brian Archibald
Thomas John Mitchell Ashley

Esther Rose Hope Austin
Vanessa Wendy Bainbridge
Tegan Brya Bartlett
Joshua James Baxter
Georgia Beamish-White
Michelle Leigh Beaumont
Arsha Almaz Begum
Emma Kate Bennison
Madison Claire Blue
Miriam Sophie Bookman
Evelyn Frances Bradley
Peter Jeffrey Brownless
Timothy Stephen Bryant
Kalisiana Moceicakau Buliruarua
Nicole Sarah Carley Buxeda
Nicholas Byron Byrnes
Amelia Frances Campbell
Annie Cao
Erin Matariki Carr
Alexander James Carroll
Emma Victoria Caughey
Anna Lesley Powell Chalton
Alison Joanne Chamberlain
Nicholas Kin Wah Chan
Ashik Chand
Francesca Margaret
Cox Chapman
Margot Frances Siach Chisholm
Cora Sabine Choi
Anna Ara Cho

Timothy Elm Tulloch Clark
Jade Francesca Cookson
Jamie Jack Crosbie
Alexandra Marie Crow
Josephine Anna Lucy Cutfield
Janelle Linda Danielson
Shannon Taylor Darroch
Andrew Laurence Davie
Aimee Jean Digges La Touche
Mary Elizabeth Roimata Dolan
Hannah Therese Drury
Tiffany Elaine Dvorak
Alexander Lloyd Elder
Lanu Hahau ‘O Fokololo
Vikatolia Ma’ata Faletau
Leona Zekun Feng
Natalie Elaine Foy
Jacqueline Tamasailau
Salevalasi Fuimaono
Yaren Fu
Olga Gloria Garin
Syajavie Zaki Francis Ghamry
Megan Alexandra Parata Gibbs
Jemimah Ruth Giblett
Tom Ryan Alexander Gilchrist
Akashdeep Singh Gill
Holly Jewel Goodwin
Hugh Anthony James Goodwin
Lucy Alice Janet Gould
Courtney Ellen Grenfell
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The New Zealand Law Society welcomes the following recently admitted lawyers to the profession
Jarrod Evan Christopher Griffin
Conrad Ayrton Radcliffe
Grimshaw
Johanna Grobler
Morgan Hart Guiness
Nicole Leah Harding
Vinita Harkisan
Ana Marie Cater Harris
Nicola Joy Hartwell
Victoria Jane Eliza Hatrick-Smith
Olivia Frances Hay
Alexander Margaret
Anne Heaslip
Anjenette Melania Heffernan
Jaimee Karen Hoogeveen
Corina Delicia Hoon
Wei Huang
Abdulla Sadeer Ibrahim
Dylan Matthew Jackson
Rupert Harry Jackson
Georgina Mary Jacques
Hamish Anthony Journeaux
Amit Kumar Kalyan
Meredith Anne Karlsen
Devon Alexander Kemp
Esther Kim
Katherine Yeh-Ran Kim
Youn Soo Kim
Luke David Knights
Rachael Monique Koelmeyer
Eleanor Avril Koningham
Sheemal Shiwangani Kumari
Benjamin David Kuttner
Jessica Ellen Laing
Naomi Lee
Devereux Anthony Lemalu

Aaron John Leonard
Xi Jing Li
Mark Zhongqiao Lin
Shivani Priya Lingham
Selena Yuening Liu
Hannah Mae Loke
Jeremy Patrick Lynch
Ruta Esther Malolo
Sean Patrick Maloney
Chloe Leanne Mary Manga
Eleanor Lei-‘Ofa-He-Lotu Manu
Raquel Louise Martin
Thomas Robin David Martin
Mary Rose McCartin
Venetia Marie McInman
Andrew James McLeod
Brendan James McNamara
Robert Benjamin McStay
Ridma Mendis
Ling Jia Meng
Dion Monica Mita
Michael Eamon Molloy
Kyung Eun Moon
Julia Rose Morgan
Amanda Elizabeth Moriarty
Danielle Elizabeth Naus
Aria Antionette Maree
Newsfield Newfield
Brittany Lauren Newman
Rory Patrick Nolan
Matthew James Norris
Peter Michael North
Seulgi Oh
Freya Caitlin O’Meara
Phillip Job Mark Osborne
Yi Fang Ou Yang

Samantha Vivian Papp
Janki Patel
Kayur Manu Patel
Siobhan Trina Patia
Kate Liana Pearson
Sankha Prabudda Peiris
Bernadette Veronika Peni
Zoe Pearl Phillips
Ashleigh Louise Pihema
Marcus Euan Playle
Michelle Ann Pollak
Sam Gregoire Poole
Nicholas Brooks Porter
Krishneel Rajilesh Prasad
Jasmin Rukshna Priest
Sayuree Ram
Amelia Mary Reaburn
Caroline Ray Reynolds
Margaret Mary Rice
Jessica May Wyatt Riley
Rachael Caroline Roberts
Rachel Elinor Robilliard
Eryn Elizabeth Rogers
Isaac Rosairo
Fiona Suzanne Bryson Ryan
Georgina May Rachel Sanders
Jose Enrico Gatchalian
San Diego
Mereline Saseve
Jamie-lee Scheirlinck
Thomas William Scott
Katherine Hua Shan
Rachel Delphine Shanks
Vasiliy Alexandrovich Shapkin
Alexander William Sheehan
Jinwoo Shin

On the move
Devil’s Own
entries open
Entries are now open for the 82nd Devil’s
Own golf tournament, which will be held
at the Hokowhitu Golf Club in Palmerston
North from 23 to 25 September.
The tournament caters for a wide range
of golfing wants and abilities, ranging from
a two-day, one round per day stableford
to a three-day matchplay event.
More information and an entry document
are available on the Devil’s Own website,
www.devilsown.org.nz.

Auckland firm Turner
Hopkins has appointed Phil
Shannon as a partner. Phil
specialises in commercial
property and general commercial law with particular
emphasis on public works,
infrastructure projects and
Phil Shannon local government law. Phil
was previously at Simpson
Grierson and Tompkins
Wake, and was a partner in
a boutique commercial law
firm based in Wellington,
Porirua City and the Kapiti
Coast.
Philip Leightley

Logan Colin Simpson
Paranpal Singh
Blake Nicholas Stewart
Pooja Padma Sundar
Justine Monique Sutton
Oliver James Sweeney
Joel Tashkoff
Anna Bertha Elizabeth
Taufaeteau
David Alexander Taumoepeau
Mary Bernadette Tay
David Ross Taylor
Leah Susan Taylor
Olivia Rebecca Taylor
Melissa Kye-Hsin Tee
Sarah Rose Thompson
Mary Soonasa Timalu
Scott Alexander Town
Joanna Blair Crosby Trezise
Mafi Amanda Frederica
Tu’inukuafe
Mille Jane Turner
Atinae Vaai
Bernard van den Berg
Samara Danielle Wakefield
Alicia Jeanette Alma
Frances Williams
Kaylynn Astrid Wong
Jack See Hon Wong
Wai Ming Wong
Ng Xuan Xian
Andrew Yu Han Young
Katherine Leah Young
Tanya Ray Young
Keith Ka Fai Yung
Xi’nan Zhang

Bell Gully has promoted Philip Leightley to
senior associate. Philip advises clients on capital
markets transactions, private acquisitions and
general corporate compliance. He started his
career with Bell Gully and returned from London
law firm Slaughter and May in late 2015.
Buddle Findlay has
appointed two new special counsel. Myles O’Brien
advises on transactional
banking and restructuring
in the Auckland insolvency
team. Myles specialises
in advising financiers on
Myles O’Brien corporate transactional
banking and property finance and also advises
financiers and insolvency practitioners in relation
Continued on page 13...
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So how does she cope with the juggling
act of life?

Law Society
central north Island
President juggling
positions
By Nick Butcher
The New Zealand Law Society Vice-President for the Central North
Island, Tiana Epati juggles a hatful of positions.
She is a criminal defence lawyer, a law firm partner, a wife, a mother
of two and solid proof that the old saying rings true “if you want
something done, ask a busy person”.
Ms Epati is the immediate Past President of the Law Society’s Gisborne
branch and a partner at Rishworth, Wall and Mathieson at the east
coast beach town.
She graduated from Auckland University in 2000 with a BA in philosophy and history and an LLB and was admitted that same year.
“Being Vice-President on the executive team is not quite as demanding
as the position of President of the Gisborne branch,” she says.
“There are a lot of weekly meetings but I was a really active branch
President and probably created a lot of extra work for myself in that
role. So I’ve stepped aside from a lot of the local issues I was involved
in with the Gisborne branch job,” she says.
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“I’m a list person. I write down everything that needs
to be done at work and at home and get started from
the top and work my way down. Unfortunately the
work list probably gets the most attention,” she says.
The new role is a challenging position in that Ms Epati
is the representative of an area that has the highest
number of small provincial districts in the country.
“The challenge for me is to ensure there is good communication between all of these areas. Drawing from
my experience in the past, Gisborne tended to isolate
itself a bit out on the coast so what I learned in that
role as President, I’m also encouraging in other similar
sized districts within the Central North Island.
When Ms Epati is not attending Law Society executive meetings, she is working as a partner in the small
law firm.
“We have just four partners. I probably do the most
criminal defence work. I’m in and out of the Gisborne
Court daily. The one day I decide to wear mufti, you
can guarantee there’ll be an arrest and I’ll have to go
home and get changed,” she says.

Breaks from defence work hard to
schedule
Ms Epati says taking breaks from criminal defence work
comes with challenges.
“It’s hard to take a holiday because you can never
predict what criminals are going to do and when they’re
going to do it.”
She says work and family life constantly collide.
“There’s no balancing. It’s all about managing conflict. I’m married to a lawyer whose work is based in
Wellington, so he commutes during the week, and we
have two children, a four-year-old and an eight-year-old.
“I have a calendar that is constantly being updated,
one with court and client appointments and the other
is family jobs. I have to manage who is physically at
home at any given moment – it’s a military operation,
I cannot do it without a Nanny.
“It’s funny, in my experience, no one ever asks a
really busy man, how do you manage with children
and everything else going on in your life?
“Sometimes it’s a big hot mess at home, but we get by.
The whole thing can fall apart when someone doesn’t
get picked up from the school bus,” she says.
Ms Epati says when she eventually does get time off
from lawyering, it is a break from all aspects of her life.
“Sometimes you have to stop the train so to speak
and get off for a while. I’ve got a holiday coming up at
the end of August for three weeks.
“That’s me and a girlfriend in Italy. During that time,
I get a break from being a partner, a wife, a mother, the
whole lot,” she says. ▪

Our Profession, Our People

Working
at the ‘big
picture’
level
By Tim Earle
I first became interested in banking and
finance in 2008 because of the Global
Financial Crisis.
It was my first year at university, so
I didn’t understand much about what
was going on. The general consensus in
my year group was that something had
blown up in the United States which
caused the floor to fall out of the wider
global economy.
I couldn’t help but be interested in
what was happening, so at the end
of that year I switched degrees to

Continued from page 11...
to distressed debt solutions
and enforcement of security. Blake Cescon is based
in the Christchurch office
and advises on property,
local/central government
and banking law. He specialises in public works obliBlake Cescon
gations, roading, reserves,
subdivisions, building code compliance, development agreements and encumbrances.
Tanya Young has joined
Anderson Lloyd. Tanya
worked for the firm as a
summer clerk in 2014 and
a law clerk in 2015. She
was admitted in July and
is now a solicitor in the
Auckland commercial team
Tanya Young where she works primarily on infrastructure, construction, banking and
finance matters.
Continued on page 15...
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economics and started taking more
commercial papers at law school.
Six year later, I accepted an offer to
work in the banking and finance team
at Russell McVeagh where I am now in
my third year.
The clients that we work with are
complex businesses and need advice
on a broad range of issues. A lot of the
work that we do involves capital raising, but can also include anything from
advising on anti-money laundering laws
to building securitisation structures.
This is great from a practitioner’s perspective because you have the opportunity to further specialise according to
your interests. A lot of issues that we
advise on are also quite unique because
they often only arise for large and complex entities.
At the individual level, working in
banking and finance provides enormous scope for overseas travel. This
has been one of the most surprising
perks of working in finance, because

in theory you can work in London as
easily as you could Moscow or Sydney.
While most new lawyers have some
idea of what courtroom advocacy might
look like, or what a sale and purchase
agreement does, I think it’s hard for
people to visualise what a working day
in finance actually involves.
There is no need for years of study
in mathematics, and none of us (that
I know of ) are counting cards at the
casino on weekends.
I also think the “soulless” label that
gets attached to commercial work is
undeserved. If you have been remotely
interested in what has been happening
to the global economy over the past few
years then you would probably find the
work quite rewarding.
The job satisfaction for me comes
from working at the “big picture” level.
While there is a steep learning curve,
I’ve found that is more than made up by
the broader perspective that you earn on
issues which affect people every day. ▪

Waikato wins
negotiation contest
Waikato University is the Australian Law Students’ Association negotiation
competition champion.
The team of Zachary Katene and Jarom Murphy won the final of the contest
from the Canterbury University team of Billy Clements and Robert Cooper.
“The negotiation competition really helped us to develop valuable skills such
as thinking on our feet and asking our clients effective questions,” Jarom says.
New Zealand teams also gained two further second placings.
The Waikato University team of Jessie Tizard and Amelia Watson were runners-up to NSW University in the championship moot contest.
John Whitecombe, of Canterbury University, was runner-up in the witness
examination competition, when he was headed by UTAS’s Chris Bigwood. ▪

Grant Allan llb

M E D I ATO R

(LEADR Advanced Panel)

· Over 450 lawyer referred mediations
· No charge for travel costs or time to
mediations anywhere in NZ

WWW.GRANTALLAN.CO.NZ
0800 400 411
mediator@grantallan.co.nz
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New
Taranaki
branch
President
Govett Quilliam partner Alexander
Laurenson is the new President of the
New Zealand Law Society’s Taranaki
branch. He succeeds long-serving
Taranaki President Rajan Rai, who was
first elected to the role in 2010.
Mr Laurenson first joined Govett
Quilliam in 2000 and re-joined the firm
in 2007 with a view to making a longterm commitment to Taranaki.
After practising with the firm from
2000 to 2004, Mr Laurenson moved to
Wellington, where he completed an
in-house contract with the Ministry
of Social Development, followed by
what he describes as a most wonderful
period of practice with the then Catriona
Doyle and Rohan Cochrane Law Office
in Porirua (now Family Law Specialists

Hayden Wilson

BA, LLM | Partner | Mediator
In addition to his advocacy practice,
Hayden Wilson is also available as a mediator.
+64 4 915 0782 | +64 21 342 947
hayden.wilson@kensingtonswan.com
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Alex Laurenson

Limited).
A year after returning to New
Plymouth, Mr Laurenson became a
partner of Govett Quilliam in 2008 and
became actively involved in the Taranaki
branch Council from 2010. As well as
being a long-serving Council member,
Mr Laurenson has also served as the
branch’s Vice-President.
Mr Laurenson has 16 years’ experience
in civil and private litigation. Although
he no longer appears regularly in criminal courts he has done so in the past.
He also specialises in iwi sector legal
services.
His community service includes being
the current chair of the Govett Brewster
Foundation. He has in the past served
as President of the Friends of the Govett

Brewster Art Gallery Committee. He is
the current organiser of New Plymouth’s Citizen’s Advice Bureau Volunteer Lawyer Service. He has an active
passion for the national game, rugby,
and appears as Chair of the Taranaki
Provincial Union Appeals Committee
when required. However, he is now
more focused these days on under-6
rugby, watching his son play.
Of Te Āti Haunui-a-Pāpārangi,
Tūwharetoa, Ngāi Tūmapūhia-ā-Rangi
and Ngāi Tahu descent, Mr Laurenson
is married to Kate and they have three
children.
He enjoys spending time with family,
participating in social sports, attending
local events and art and culture, and
otherwise enjoys all of the wonderful
things that New Plymouth and Taranaki
have to offer both professionally and
personally.
Rachael Webb was re-elected the
branch’s Vice-President at the recent
annual meeting, and the new branch
Council is: Tom Brodie, Emma Hamilton,
Alice Vickers, Caroline McLorinan, Alexia
Mihailoff, Josie Mooney, Catherine Quin,
Sarah Sinclair-Tiakato and Herman
Visagie. ▪
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On the move Continued...
trust law, public law, negligence, insolvency and
debt recovery. Kathy Wilson has joined Buddle
Findlay’s Auckland office as a senior solicitor
in the environment and resource management
team. Kathy advises on resource management,
environmental and local government law.

Debbie Dunbar

Maretta Twentyman

Debbie Dunbar has joined Morrison Kent in
Wellington as a partner, adding a family law
practice to the firm. Debbie specialises in all
areas of family law, with a focus on separation
and relationship property matters as well as
contested estates. Maretta Twentyman has
joined the family law team at the firm as a
senior solicitor. Maretta’s focus is on relationship property and parenting issues.

Danny Tuato’o has been
made an associate at
Marsden Woods Inskip
Smith in Whangarei. Danny
has been part of MWIS since
2014 in the property and
commercial team. He practises in residential and rural
Danny Tuato’o
property, business sales
and purchases including leases, joint ventures
and shareholder agreements, easements and
advising Māori trusts and governance entities.

experience in Auckland and
London. She joins partner,
Nicky McIndoe, who leads
the firm’s Environment and
Planning Team. Christina
advises on a wide variety
of resource management
issues for major infrastructure providers, councils and
private sector clients.

Christina Sheard

Karen Stubbs has
been made a partner of
Armstrong Murray. Karen
specialises in conveyancing,
family trusts and estate
planning.

Karen Stubbs

Christina Sheard has been made a partner
of Kensington Swan. Christina is a resource
management specialist with over 15 years’

Samantha Barrington

Oliver Gascoigne

Samantha Barrington
Prowse has rejoined Buddle
Findlay’s Wellington office
as a senior associate in the
banking and finance, and
corporate and commercial
teams. Samantha advises
on corporate transacKathy Wilson tional banking, acquisition
finance, property finance, debt restructuring and
recovery as well as mergers and acquisitions,
joint ventures and general corporate advisory
matters. Oliver Gascoigne has joined Buddle
Findlay’s Wellington office as a senior associate
in the litigation and dispute resolution team.
He specialises in civil and commercial litigation
and dispute resolution advising on contractual
disputes, company law, Fair Trading Act claims,

Haigh Lyon
History
The firm founded by Frank Haigh in
1928 will be 90 years old two years
hence. We would like to hear from all
former Partners and staff with a view to
recording what they recall of their time
at Haigh Lyon or its predecessor, Haigh
Charters.
A telephone call to David Lyon (09 306
0606) or email d.lyon@haighlyon.co.nz
would be greatly appreciated.
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GREEN
P A STU R E S
Lawyering in Masterton
By Frank Neill
“Welcome to Masterton – home of
the Golden Shears” the signs at the
town entrance say.

T

he world’s premiere shearing and wool
handling competition, the Golden Shears
is held in Masterton in around March
each year.
That agricultural focus sums up a lot of what
this Wairarapa town is about.
“There is a large surrounding farming district,
so that feeds a lot into Masterton,” says Jessie
Hunt, the Wairarapa representative on the Law
Society’s Wellington branch Council.
“That means that a big area of legal practice
in Masterton is related to the farming community. There’s a lot of succession planning, trusts,
wills, farm purchase and sale … That would take
up a large percentage of the work of the more
commercially-based firms.
“Farming drives everything. When times are
good, everything’s good I guess. When they’re
not so good, it’s not so great for everyone.”

So, what are times like at the moment?
“Not so bad,” Ms Hunt says. “Dairy has affected
everyone significantly, but sheep and beef farmers aren’t doing too badly – not as badly as it

has been historically – so things are pretty good.
“There are a lot of Aucklanders buying property in Masterton and the Wairarapa, and lots of
people coming over the hill and buying property
to travel over to work and as weekend homes.
Farming, while the backbone of the district
economically, is not the area’s only industry.
There is tourism and there is horticulture,
although many of the market gardens and
orchards have disappeared.
And there is the wine industry, which stretches
from Martinborough to north of Masterton.
While Martinborough wines have established
their reputation for excellence, it may be that
a Masterton winery is one of the region’s bestkept secrets.
Lansdowne Estate is producing world class
wines that are winning awards at the prestigious
International Wine and Spirit Competition. The
history goes back to 1895, when the Beetham
family planted vines on their Masterton land.
When Masterton went “dry” in 1908, the flourishing winery had to close. It would be the early
2000s before planting began again, with Pinot
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and Syrah varieties being established.
Visitors to the Wairarapa is another big
feature of the district. “It’s close enough
to Wellington for people to visit,” Ms Hunt
says, “and there are a lot coming over.”
As well as lawyers, “I think Masterton
sustains a good population of other professionals, such as accountants, surveyors,
valuers and farm consultants.”

A really lovely
welcoming
community
“I just love it out here,” says barrister Susie
Barnes about lawyering in the Wairarapa.
Ms Barnes came back to New Zealand
in January 2015 to begin her career in law
in this country.
“I got a job in a small firm in Carterton,
Belvedere Law. It’s been a lovely community
to come to – a really welcoming community.
“I grew up in Lower Hutt and most of
my family is in Wellington, and we were
keen to be close to them. But we really
liked living in the country when we lived
in Australia, and when we lived in France
I lived in a small town as well, so the
Wairarapa appealed to us.”
After studying law, mainly at Otago
University, then completing her degree at
summer school at Victoria University, Ms
Barnes worked in criminal law in Sydney
for three years then took a break from the
profession. She travelled to France and
found herself staying there for six and a
half years. She married a Frenchman and
they had children.
However “I never took my eye off the ball
in terms of coming back to New Zealand”.
She came back into the law in New
Zealand via a job as a solicitor in the New
South Wales regional centre of Wagga
Wagga. Then after three years, she moved
to the Wairarapa and Belvedere Law.
“I’ve got young children. I was just really
attracted to the idea of being in a smaller
centre. I think it’s quite good in terms of
the kind of law I do as well. There’s often a
big need in the smaller communities. You
get lots of work, so you’re busy.”
The Wairarapa, she says “is a fantastic
place, it really is. It’s just stunning –
▪▪ stunning views;
▪▪ affordable housing;
▪▪ great beaches
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▲ Susie Barnes, a
Waiarapa-based barrister.

❝ The
Wairarapa is a
fantastic place,
it really is. It’s
just stunning

▪▪ the balloon festival
▪▪ beach horse racing at Castlepoint;
▪▪ food and wine festivals and vineyards and sport;
▪▪ safety with the kids, you can give them a lot of freedom; and
▪▪ great bush rugby for my kids – it’s fantastic.
“And you’ve still got the proximity to Wellington when
you want the buzz of the city.”
Ms Barnes has just been approved to practice on her
own and began practising as a barrister sole in criminal
and family law on 1 August.
“I’m very excited about that. It’s great. It’s busy. There’s
a huge need for family lawyers particularly. We’ve got
more work than we can handle.
“There’s some fantastic lawyers over here, extremely
experienced and it’s a small enough community that you
can get to know everybody.
“We’ve got a great bench over here too – great judges
that come over. I think we’re really lucky over here actually. It’s excellent.”
The profession in the Wairarapa is very collegial, Ms
Barnes says, “and that’s one of the things I really love
about lawyering generally. That’s something that drew
me back to law after my break and keeps me here. I love
that – the exchange of ideas and camaraderie.
“I love being back in the law. I really missed it.
“I needed a break when I took the break. I was at that
three-year mark. I was tired. It was really long hours and
I was really stressed. I thought ‘maybe this isn’t for me’.

So I had a bit of a break and did other things.
“However, I stayed out of the law much longer than I
wanted to, just because my kids were young then and I
knew it wasn’t the time to get back into it.
“I spent a lot of years plotting it, and thinking ‘yes, I do
love this as a career path for lots of reasons – one being I
think it’s a career path with a huge amount of longevity
and evolution’.
“There’s always new things to learn. It’s always changing. And with increased experience you have increased
value, whereas in a lot of other jobs as you get to a certain
age you get less valuable. Law is very different from that.
You’ve got the potential to have a long, fulfilling career and
I realised that I simply needed to be more conscientious at
managing the challenges such as stress and time pressures.
“I’m always working on that ... and when I’m working
with younger lawyers as well, I talk a lot to them about
that – how you have to look after yourself, manage stress,
and the importance of mentors.
“I think it’s important to maintain an awareness that
it’s not great for the quality of your work to be working all
the time. You don’t do your best work when you’re trying
to flog yourself to work more than you should. So keeping
that awareness that doing other things and having a break
is better for your clients, better for your own health, better
for your family is important.”
Although Ms Barnes is Wairarapa-based, which is “a
great place to live and work”, she also has the benefit of
travelling over the hill to the capital, with the criminal

▲ Grant Allan’s dog Tara
runs out of frame after
posing for the LawTalk
cover.

work for jury trials that are in Wellington,
“so it’s an opportunity to connect with the
broader Wellington bar as well, which is
always nice”.

Struck by an irony

❝ We’ve got
a great bench
over here too
– great judges
that come over

Mediator and barrister Grant Allan found,
in the early 1990s, that he was absolutely
flat out. He and his wife Adrienne’s first
child, Mirren, was very young, and Jack,
their second child, had just been born.
“I was tremendously busy, particularly
in the family law field representing children – although I practised law in quite a
few fields, criminal, civil, always litigation
focused.
“One day, I thought: ‘here I am representing all these children but I’m not getting as
much time as I would like with our own’.
The irony of that struck me.
“Adrienne and I had a good talk about it
and we thought: ‘well, what do we want
to do?’”
They found a lifestyle block a few kilometres from the Masterton township, and
decided to move there, despite that decision
having some risk and uncertainty attached.
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Woman lawyers have
changed professional
landscape
Women practitioners have changed the professional landscape in the Wairarapa
– very much so in a good way, according to barrister Grant Allan.
“I think that, when I first came here, the acceptance of woman lawyers – like
everywhere else in New Zealand – was something that the male dominated profession was still struggling with.
“I think that now women lawyers in the Wairarapa are very much at the forefront
in respect of leadership of the profession and in being leading advocates.
“There are, and have been, excellent women lawyers here like the late Louise
Elder – somebody who you just had to so admire for the quality of her advocacy for
her clients – just tremendous.”
Ms Elder had been a partner with Gawith Burridge, then moved to practise as a
barrister and “was extraordinarily busy, probably too much so as we all tried to tell
Louise as she coped with not only professional life but also the demands of caring
for her three young girls”. Reflecting on Louise’s situation of juggling professional
commitments and child care, Mr Allan said, begs the question of why the profession still seems to struggle with creating and providing fair work and professional
development options for women that do not involve sacrifices that generally male
practitioners do not have to make.
“Surely this is an unacceptable irony for a profession that spends so much time
and energy advocating for clients as to what is fair and equitable!” Mr Allan said.
Louise was well established, particularly as a criminal lawyer and a family lawyer
but she would have a go at anything. “All of her professional instincts were just so
good. Louise was a natural which I am sure that all the other lawyers who worked
with her in the area would affirm”.
Mr Allan said he could go on and mention other names of women lawyers who
have made and are making a positive difference to the profession in the Wairarapa
– ranging from our longest serving woman lawyer, Juliet Cooke, down to more
recent arrivals, but he said he particularly wanted to single out Louise because:
“we all still very much miss her”.
“I think there is great strength in women members of the profession in the Wairarapa.
“One would hope this means that addressing the clear unfairness that still exists
within the profession in respect of women practitioners – if we men are honest about
it – is, I would like to think, a bit further down the track here.
“I leave it to local women lawyers to tell you whether I’m right or wrong about that.”
LawTalk did ask two woman lawyers about this.
“We do have a considerable number of female lawyers practising in the region.
We have quite a few who are sole practitioners, and there’s more coming in,” Gibson
Sheat partner Julie Millar says.
At her firm, “we’ve got three or four, depending on maternity leave cover.
“They seem to be coming in the bottom okay.
“It’s always the issue of progressing through to partnership level. I think Debbie
[Van Zyl of Gawith Burridge] and I are the only partners in firms who are female in
the area.”
Like Ms Millar, Jessie Hunt also points to the fact that “there are not a lot of
women in partnership roles” in the Wairarapa.
Ms Hunt notes that there are just two female partners, Ms Millar and Ms Van Zyl.
In terms of leadership in the profession, both Ms Hunt and Ms Millar are playing a
role. Ms Hunt is the current Wairarapa representative on the Law Society’s Wellington
branch Council. Ms Millar has just finished her term as the Wairarapa representative,
and is also a partner of Gibson Sheat. ▪
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“We thought coming here and living here,
we might be able to get a better balance.
“My office is literally above the garage
so when the children were young, I could
toddle downstairs, spend time caring for
them and read them a story and then, if I
needed to do more work that night, when
they were tucked into bed, I could go back
up to the office.
“We just shifted the focus which became
‘our family first’ and work had to fit around
it, rather than the other way round. That
was and still is very important.
“I’ll tell you a very brief story about how
I came to dwell on this need for balance.
Back then I had a young university student
do some work for me around our property.
I got talking to him and realised that his
father was a very well respected and wellknown top Wellington lawyer who I knew
all regarded as a great guy.
“The student said to me: ‘Oh, so you
know of my father. We didn’t see a lot of
him when I was growing up.’ He didn’t
say it with bitterness but definitely with
some regret.
“I thought: ‘That’s got to be wrong,
doesn’t it! The work can’t be that important.’
“So that’s what the motivation was to
come here. We didn’t know how we were
going to survive because I’d been a partner in a law firm in the Hutt Valley. They
were good people and a good partnership
but the prospect of living in the Wairarapa
countryside became very appealing.
“So we came and lived here, and we survived. I continued to do litigation work
in the lower North Island – Manawatu,
Wellington, and here of course.
“We kept the focus on family life and
developing the property. It was a sheep paddock with a bit of bush when we arrived.
Adrienne has done wonderful things with
the garden. I’m the tree man having planted
hundreds of trees to supplement our three
acres of totara bush.
“New developments in technology at
the time we moved here proved fortunate.
When we first came here I had literally
one of those brick cell phones and a fax
machine which was very important back
then. When email came along, it revolutionised things really in terms of working
from home, which I have now done for
over 20 years.
“Most of my work was done here in the
home office and I’d go out to meet solicitors
and their clients as and when necessary.
“I had tremendous support, I would like
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Indeed I am sure that even Wairarapa’s
leading criminal lawyer, Jock Blathwayt,
has equivalents of Rumpole’s Timson clan!
“I think this is a real strength as these
are lawyers who know their clients in a
much fuller way because of those very
special and rewarding long-term family
relationships they have.
“That’s something I think is true of the
provinces generally but particularly in
places like the Wairarapa.”
Following his litigation-focused practice
of many years, Mr Allan moved into mediation and his work is almost exclusively
mediating these days.
“I sometimes get roped in to assist with
some litigation but it’s only very occasionally now. It’s generally as a result of an
occasional court appointment or I’m in
some sort of independent role where the
other lawyers have organised me to be
involved,” he says.

Commuting by train
▲ Andra Mobberley, barrister of Masterton, currently focuses on public law,
international human rights and international criminal law.
to say, from the New Zealand Law Society Library at the Wellington High
Court. When I needed research, I got fantastic service from them. Robin
Anderson and his staff [at the Wellington library] have just been fantastic
over the years.
“So that’s how we ended up here and we have no regrets about coming
and staying.”
Although most of his work was in Wellington, Manawatu, Hutt Valley
and Kapiti Coast “I got support here too from local lawyers, including
when I started doing mediation work, for which I’m grateful.
“Wairarapa is a unique legal community. It’s got a good group of lawyers in practice here.
“Some of the law firms here are very old. They go back, not quite to the
Treaty of Waitangi but not too many years later.”

Are there any unique things about lawyering in the
Wairarapa?
“I think there are some. I think’s there’s a very good expectation in the
Wairarapa that lawyers will still talk with each other about how they
can try to sort things out between themselves, which I find is a strong
provincial tradition.
“It touches upon my mediation work because I say mediation is just
another variation of what New Zealand lawyers have been doing for years
and that is talking with each other on a ‘without prejudice’ basis to try
and find pragmatic solutions for their clients,” Mr Allan says.
“There is still the long tradition here of the annual bar dinner”. This
year’s bar dinner will be the 64th.
“And we’ve also got another strength here in that the relationships of
the clients with their solicitor is often very, very strong.
“These involve long-term relationships including farming families who
have been clients of same law firm since whenever anyone can remember.

Based in the country just a few kilometres
from the Masterton town centre, barrister
Andra Mobberley has been living in the
Wairarapa for 8 years.
For most of this time, she commuted
by train (about a 90 minute journey) to
Wellington, where she worked for Crown
Law for five years and then was the
principal solicitor at the Department of
Corrections for two years. Before that, she
worked for eight years as a prosecutor at
the United Nations International Criminal
Tribunal for Rwanda.
Last October, she went out on her own
as a barrister.
Since then most of her work has been
public law cases in New Zealand, as well
as international work, which involves both
travel overseas and working remotely from
the Wairarapa.
“I’m just about to start very interesting
public law cases that are Wairarapa-based.
They are at the early stages, so it’s too early
to say what they’re about.”
She has discovered that “the provinces
hold as many interesting legal challenges
as working in the main centres. I think
there’s an exciting opportunity to practise
in the provinces. It’s certainly one that
I’ve overlooked [in the past] myself,” Ms
Mobberley says.
Her main focus at the moment is public
law and international human rights and
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❝ When I came
back from
overseas … I
knew that the
better location
would be the
Wairarapa
… for the
elusive worklife balance

international criminal law. It is a practice that she can
operate from anywhere in the world. She will also be doing
more criminal law in New Zealand and is one of New
Zealand’s extradition specialists.
“A lot of [work] can be done remotely now, using computers, Skype … I deal with an international funder from
the [United] States who wants to do a lot of discussions
by WhatsApp.” WhatsApp is a cross-platform mobile messaging app which allows people to exchange messages
using end-to-end encryption to protect messages, photos,
videos, voice messages, documents, and calls.
“People have an expectation now that that’s the way
that business will be done. It’s a very long way from those
days of having fax machines and writing letters.”
That allows people to be based in the provinces, and
work for clients anywhere in the world, or anywhere in
New Zealand.
“I think the thing about public law is that the issues
arise in every community and they are no less important
in a small community than they are in a central city. But
it just may be that they are not uncovered as quickly.
“Public law cases in the Wairarapa have very important
principles at stake and they are just as important in human
rights terms as some of the international law cases. There
is no difference in the imperatives involved in the case.
The scale is different but the fundamental imperative is
the same. I’m kind of lucky to do the work that I do.”
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She says that her areas of work involve
experts and the other professionals who
are generally not in one location anyway.
So telephone and AVL conferences are an
important business tool.

So why did she choose to live in the
Wairarapa?

“I grew up in what was north of Auckland.
I grew up in Coatesville, which was quite
rural when I was a kid. It’s now part of
Auckland.
“We have horses. Children and horses
and fast cars and people racing around the
place don’t mix.”
She had lived in Wellington when she
first worked as a Crown Counsel at Crown
Law in the 1990s.
“I knew the Wairarapa. So when I came
back from overseas and I was going to be …
working with Crown Law, I knew that the
better location would be the Wairarapa …
for the elusive work-life balance.
“Most days I caught the train. It’s got
the internet, so there’s a certain amount
of non-confidential work that you can do
on the train. If you structure it correctly,
◀ The pond in Queen
there’s a luxury in catching the train. You
Elizabeth Park in central
can’t take phone calls, and you can do a
Masterton.
lot of reading, and get a lot of work done.
“It creates a two-hour slot of time at the
beginning and the end of the day. I found
it incredibly useful because I did all my planning in the
morning in the way in on the train so I was ready to go
for the day or for the week, and then would already be
productive when I arrived at work.
“And then on the way home, I would be able to take
anything that I hadn’t been able to get to, and just have
that private time.”
Some of the complex analysis required when working
on matters such as extradition – which are often very
complex and heavily preparation-based – can be difficult to
work on in a busy office environment with lots of activity.
“But that reflection on the train, I found to be quite
important time.
“I certainly wouldn’t have lived here if I had to drive
every day. That would have ruled out the Wairarapa.”

The Masterton area
“It’s got a true element of rural life still. I think every
country does something particularly well … I think one of
the quintessential elements of New Zealand is the ability
to live a relatively uncomplicated rural lifestyle.
“That’s a bit of a privilege. I don’t think there are many
countries in the world that offer that opportunity.
“I like the feeling of being in the provinces. I like the
opportunities that are in the provinces. I like the fact that
the provinces are full of interesting people who’ve done
interesting things who don’t self-promote and you have
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enough, so I needed to do something that
was actually going to get me a job, and
enrolled in law as well.”
Most of her degree was undertaken at
Victoria University, although the final part
was at California Western School of Law,
taking up the exchange programme that
they offered. Ms Millar continued studying
history alongside law, graduating with a
BA LLB.
Her first job after graduating was with
Gawith Burridge in Masterton. From there,
she went to Gibson Sheat in Lower Hutt.
But Ms Millar was destined to return to
Masterton, joining Logan Gold Walsh.
Then just over a year ago, on 1 August
2015, Logan Gold Walsh and Gibson Sheat
merged, becoming Gibson Sheat.

How do you find practising in
Masterton?

to be a part of the community in order to have the sorts of
conversations that you have to find those people … They
don’t put a notice on the board saying ‘I’m an Olympic
silver medalist’ or ‘I’ve got a recording studio and I travel
the world for six months of the year recording international artists’.
“People don’t advertise that, but the quality of activity
and the quality of thought is here, and I like that. I like
that low-key approach.”
She is relatively new to practising law in the Wairarapa,
but is impressed with the quality of and skills of some of
the professionals she has met.
“I’m looking forward to being more closely associated
with practice in the Wairarapa,” Ms Mobberley says.

Returning home
Now a partner of Gibson Sheat, Julie Millar grew up in
Gladstone, some 15 minutes’ drive east of Masterton.
“We were on a lifestyle block surrounded by farms. But
my parents weren’t farmers. They had rest homes and
hospitals.
“I enrolled in university to do a history degree and
was promptly told by my parents that wouldn’t be good

▲ Julie Millar of Gibson
Sheat in Masterton, has
been practising law now
for nearly 12 years, most
of it in the town.

“It’s a provincial centre and it has all the
features commonly found in a provincial
centre,” says Ms Millar, who has been practising law now for nearly 12 years, most of
it in the town.
“You can be called about a domestic violence issue one moment and then about a
fencing dispute and shortly after receive
a call from someone wanting to purchase
a farm.
“You encounter a cross section of issues,
so you can become, if you’re not careful,
a jack of all trades and a master of none.”
But Ms Millar does have some specialties:
trusts, farm succession and relationship
property.
And she was, until recently, the Wairarapa
representative on the NZLS Wellington
branch Council.

Does the Wairarapa have some
unique features?

❝ The quality
of activity and
the quality of
thought is here,
and I like that

“We are basically dairy, sheep and beef
based. We do have a bit of viticulture too.
“There’s an increase in economic activity
at the moment. According to the newspaper
[the Wairarapa Times-Age] Masterton is 3%
up on the same time last year, so things
may be looking good for the region.
“We’re getting a lot more Aucklanders
and outside people coming in. It’s affordable
to buy a house here.”

If you were talking to law students,
would you recommend going to
places like Masterton?
“Absolutely. In my first job at Gawith
Burridge I learnt so much about all different
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▲ Gordon Wong, in-house lawyer for Masterton based Forest Enterprises, one of New Zealand’s leading forestry investment managers.
aspects of law.
“I was thrown into the Family Court within, I think, the
third week I was there. It was like: ‘Here’s a bunch of files.
Go down and do the judge’s list for these.’
“I wouldn’t have received that kind of experience in a
bigger firm in a city. I would encourage people to start with
a smaller firm in a provincial area to get that experience.”

What about as a partner? Is it a good place to be
in the provinces?
“It’s busy, it’s really busy, because I’m also involved in a
whole bunch of groups outside of work.
“It’s rewarding work, definitely,” she says.
“My husband has a business here, a commercial laundry. Masterton has got everything that both of us enjoy:
it’s got the mountains and I’m into cycling and running
so that’s great.
“You’re always meeting someone you know in the supermarket or wherever, and you feel like you’re supported
in the community.
“The Tararuas are fantastic. Both my husband and I are
involved in Search and Rescue. It’s quite good being able
to contribute to that organisation and get into the hills.
We get called to search for and rescue people in all sorts
of places: the Tararuas, the south coast, and even urban
areas, but not often in Masterton.”
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In-house in Masterton
One of the Wairarapa’s primary industries is forestry, and
one of New Zealand’s leading – if not the leading – forestry investment managers is Masterton-based Forest
Enterprises Ltd.
Gordon Wong is the company’s legal services director.
“I don’t think there are too many in-house lawyers in
Masterton. I’m one of a rare breed here,” he says.
Mr Wong joined Forest Enterprises in April 2014 after
acting for the company in private practice for about 23 years.
“So it’s a case of leaving private practice to join my
biggest client. I was in private practice in Wellington. The
last firm I was with was Duncan Cotterill, where I was a
commercial partner.
“I’ve been a partner in various firms. The first partnership I joined was Simpson Grierson and it was there I
advised Forest Enterprises on the company’s innovative
investment structures. I’ve also had other in-house roles at
Telecom and at Telstra Clear where I was general counsel
and regulatory manager. “This role at Forest Enterprises is
quite different, because I’ve got skin in the game. I’ve got
a shareholding in the company and I’m also a director on
the Forest Enterprises board.”
Mr Wong has two homes. He has bought a house in
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Greytown, which is his base during the
week, and he has a house in Khandallah,
where he works on Mondays and any other
days he may need to be in Wellington. “I
call the study in our Khandallah home the
Forest Enterprises Wellington Office!”
“I’ve got the best of both worlds,” he says.
“When I feel like being cosmopolitan I
line up all my meetings in Wellington CBD
for the week day I’m there, and then I enjoy
the semi-rural life here in the Wairarapa.
“Greytown is absolutely beautiful. I’m
really enjoying living there during the week
and working in the Masterton offices of
Forest Enterprises.”

How do you find lawyering in
Masterton?
“The most exciting part of working in
Masterton and being in-house is just being
very close to the forests that we manage
here in the Wairarapa,” Mr Wong says.
“I’ve always preferred being a corporate
lawyer, being in-house, because you get
involved in all aspects of the business and
so you build up that industry knowledge.
We’ve got highly qualified people here –
a very experienced Managing Director,
accountants, marketing and customer
service managers as well as the forestry
experts. I’m not just working with commercial people; I’m also working with
foresters who spend most of their time
out in the field.
“At the same time, I do miss the collegiality of a large
law firm. It can be quite an isolating experience working
in an industrial precinct of Masterton. But we continue
our relationship with Duncan Cotterill and I brief work
out to the firm. I do miss the opportunity to bounce ideas
off people, and just being surrounded by other lawyers
and sharing ideas and views.
“On the other hand when you’re in-house you actually
work in a truly multi-disciplinary environment. I think
there’s a lot more teamwork. Also I think I now have a
better appreciation of the commercial drivers and the
investment goals of our clients.
“You get involved in the practical aspects as well. As a
director, I need to be out there in the forests. Now under
the Health and Safety at Work Act there are a lot more
responsibilities placed on directors in terms of due diligence
and, for us, understanding the risks and hazards of forestry.
“Regularly I’m out there traipsing through the forest
wearing gumboots and the high-vis vests talking to the
silviculture contractors and logging crews, watching these
massive harvesting roads being built and getting a really
good understanding of the business of forestry. That’s
something I didn’t have the advantage of when I was in
private practice.
“I think it’s the excitement of getting in the field and

▲ Long-serving Masterton lawyer Bruce Wagg has been a partner of Gawith
Burridge and its predecessor firms for more than 30 years.
seeing the physical results of the legal work I do. When I
first acted for Forest Enterprises, I was advising on structuring the investments and the offer of shares to new
investors. Now I’m part of the company’s management
and preparing log sales and marketing contracts to see
the good returns produced for our clients.
“It’s great. I think I have matured from my early ‘seedling’
years as a lawyer and I’m now harvesting the growth in
that legal knowledge”, Mr Wong says.

Long service in Masterton
Long-serving Masterton lawyer Bruce Wagg has been a
partner of Gawith Burridge and its predecessor firms for
more than 30 years.
For him Masterton is well and truly home. He was born in
the town and that is where he has practised since graduating
LLB from Otago University and being admitted in 1980.
“My family settled here in the 1880s but I’m the first
lawyer in the family.
“My father was a car salesman. He owned Waggs Garage.
My great great grandfather was a coach builder. He’s the
first one who came here. My grandfather, certainly during
the Second World War – he was in Gallipoli and Europe
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▲ Masterton is home of the Golden Shears competition – the world’s premier shearing and woolhandling championship – held annually since 1961.
in the first World War – he built a lot of
ambulances.
“The family came from a coach building
role. When they stopped building coaches,
they started selling cars.”
After completing his “profs”, Mr Wagg
returned to Masterton to lawyer. “I started
working with Daniel King Waddington &
Stevens in 1979. There was a change in partnership while I was away – I went overseas
for a year in 1981 – and then the Daniel King
firm merged with Gawith Cunningham in
1988 or 1989.
“Tony Garstang came across to us in
the early 2000s with Burridge & Co and
that’s when the Gawith Burridge name
came about.”
Both the Gawith and the Burridge names
are firmly entrenched in the history of
Masterton.
One of the earliest Wairarapa lawyers
was C F Gawith, who was admitted in 1875,
starting practice in Masterton at once. Soon
after another lawyer, A R Bunny, was admitted in January 1876 and set himself up in
Masterton that same year. That established
the practice that would become Bunny
Burridge & Douglas and then Burridge
Blackwood Jaine & Leitch.
“When I first started it was the traditional
way of doing things. You would do court
work, and so I did criminal and family court
work, plus doing conveyancing, so you just
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did a bit of everything,” Mr Wagg says.
“You cut your teeth going down to the
courts, getting summary judgments and
pleading mitigations for clients who had
pleaded guilty.
“When I first started, we were basically
all partners and I think we may have had
one staff solicitor, and we each had a secretary. Now you’ve got a lot more staff.
There’s far more pyramid shape to the way
the firm is now than it was then.”
Since then, many changes have taken
place in the firm. “We don’t do criminal
court work any more. We don’t do legal
aid any more. We do quite a bit of employment law work here and we do relationship
property settlements, where people don’t
have children. We don’t get involved in any
children work.
“As legal aid got more and more expensive, the government made cuts. It just
became more and more difficult to make
that part of the practice pay,” Mr Wagg
notes.
“We’re a traditional family-type law firm
that does everything for families and businesses – houses, estates, trusts, succession
planning, commercial leases, occasional
commercial building, that sort of stuff. It’s
very much that family, farming based work
and a lot of urban conveyancing.
“Farm succession is one of the most difficult areas, because you generally have a

farm that can only support one family and
you’ve got a number of family members.
Mum and dad want to look after all of the
kids, and there’s generally not enough to
go round. So you either have to decide ‘we
sell the farm and divide it equally’ or ‘one
of the kids gets preference because they
can’t afford to just take on the farm and
then buy the siblings out’.
“That’s probably one of the hardest things
that you’ve got to work through and a lot
of these things take a number of years to
put together.”

What’s keeping you in Masterton
now?
“Once I’d settled in here and started a
family, it’s a great place for family life.
You’re out of the city, you’re only three
minutes from the office – three and a half
minutes if there are cars coming along the
road that you have to wait for.
“It’s close to Wellington, close to Hawke’s
Bay, Palmerston North, but you don’t have
all the hassles of the Wellington lifestyle.
“We certainly don’t earn the incomes that
the big firms in Wellington earn, but I think it
makes up for it in having a country lifestyle.
The beaches are reasonably close. We’ve
got a place out at Castlepoint and we used
to take the kids out there when they were
young. We spend a lot of time out there.
“It’s just a nice place to be.”
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usually home well before night descends.
“You can also have that rural outlay.
We’ve got a few sheep running around
the paddocks, had some chickens and it
is not unusual to see children riding their
horses up and down the lane.
“It’s a different kind of lifestyle that we
wouldn’t be able to have if we were in the
city. I love it, definitely.

How do you find working in
Masterton?

Fantastic work-life balance
Wellington born and raised, Mr Jorgensen graduated with
degrees in law and science from Victoria University in
2002. He practised in the capital for three and a half years
before going on his OE, and then moving to Masterton.
The main reason Christian Jorgensen moved to Masterton
was Kathryn, who is now his wife.
She is also a lawyer, an associate at Gibson Sheat. “She
was already practising here. The previous year I was doing
my OE and came back, and basically moved to the town
where she was,” Mr Jorgensen says.
“I applied for jobs and started working at Gawith Burridge
– one of the larger firms in the region. I worked there
for three years before I came here [Property Law Service
Limited, where he is managing solicitor] in April 2011.”

How do you find Masterton?
“It’s great,” he says. “The weather is brilliant and it’s got
a fantastic work-life balance, which is what I really like.
“We’ve got a lifestyle block, and when I think of what
I have, compared with what my friends have laboured
long and hard to get in Wellington, the value I see here
is incredible, in terms of property and what you can buy.
“Coupled with the fact that it’s five minutes to work, it’s
five minutes home. Home lunches are the norm and you’re

▲ Christian Jorgensen,
managing solicitor at
Property Law Service
Limited.

❝ When I think
of what I have,
compared with
what my friends
have laboured
long and
hard to get in
Wellington, the
value I see here
is incredible

“The great thing about working in our boutique firm is that you get a lot of autonomy,
which I may not have had working in a
larger firm.
“Working in a smaller provincial town,
you can also see first-hand the differences
you can make to people’s lives and the
wider community and it is not unusual to
be saying ‘howdy’ to seemingly every third
person who also happens to be a client.
To some that can create a real sense of
community.
“When I worked in Wellington, I also
worked in a boutique firm. They specialised
in resource management and construction
law.
“Coming to the Wairarapa I initially
hoped to remain a specialist practitioner,
however the smaller region coupled with
the downturn in the economy following
the 2008 housing bubble burst did not give
rise to that, so I ended up working in general practice, and I’ve stayed with general
practice since.
“About 80% of our work at Property Law
Service would be residential conveyancing,
but we practise in all areas of law (other
than criminal law). Our director (Graeme
Reeves) also has a firm (Reeves Lawyers)
based in Wellington. In addition to being a
fantastic boss, Graeme and the staff solicitors at Reeves lawyers (Roula and Lisa)
also come up at least one day most weeks
and it is a pleasure to work with such great
people along with our own superb team.
“It’s certainly busy here and generally
that means things are quite buoyant and
people positive about things.
“A lot of our clients are first home buyers
and it is rewarding working for those clients and seeing how excited they are to be
purchasing their first home. The great thing
about the Wairarapa is that good houses
are still affordable. We haven’t seen some
of the crippling price increases Auckland,
Wellington or some of the other main centres have been experiencing.
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out as a barrister, before moving into sole
practice, specialising in family law.
“Now because I’m in family law, we’re
very close in terms of the practitioners who
practise here,” she says.

What’s family practice like in
Masterton?

“It is also nice not to be constantly advising clients over
risky unconditional offers where clients may also be overreaching themselves and their families financially just to
make a competitive offer.
“I never dreamed I would end up being a provincial
solicitor, but having experienced the benefits that comes
with this, I think this will be a pretty hard lifestyle to beat,”
Mr Jorgensen says.

For me it’s home
Practising in Masterton is great, according to sole practitioner Jessie Hunt.
“We’ve got a very close bar. It’s really good collegiality-wise.
“I enjoy it. It’s a great place to live and for me it’s home.
My parents are here and can help with my daughter as
well. I wouldn’t be able to do what I do without them.”
Ms Hunt grew up in the Wairarapa, then moved to
Christchurch to study law at Canterbury University. After
two years there, she moved to Victoria University to finish
her degree.
“I practised in Whakatane for two years before coming
back home, and I’ve been here now for nearly 12 years.”
When she moved back to the Wairarapa, Ms Hunt joined
Gawith Burridge for a number of years. She then went
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“The Wairarapa hasn’t got a good rap as far
as family violence, and the community has
worked quite hard to change that. They have
put in place a number of programmes to
try and curb the domestic violence stats,”
she says.
“We do have a group of people who struggle financially. The closing of the freezing
works in the 1980s means we are now
talking third generation beneficiaries as
a result of that. So that still plays a part in
the community.
“Employment is there, but people have
got to look for it and want to work, so there
are still a lot of underprivileged people
living in Masterton.
“I guess that feeds into a lot of what I
do unfortunately.
“However, there are a lot of very privileged people who need the help of the
Family Court as well.
“We’re a very tight group of practitioners.
There’s not many left of us. There’s only
seven family law practitioners left in the
▲ Jessie Hunt, a Masterton
Wairarapa. That makes it incredibly difficult.
sole practioner
There’s just not enough of us to do the work.
specialising in family law.
“The issue I think – and it’s going to
become a national issue – is that there is
going to be a shortage of Family Court lawyers because it simply doesn’t pay enough.
The legal aid rates don’t pay enough to
sustain that practice, and the work can be very difficult.
“The bigger firms don’t have litigation practices any more.
The financial reality for them is why should they employ
someone who is going to earn $134 an hour doing legal
aid work when they could make $250 an hour out of them
doing conveyancing or drafting wills?”
“Most of the Family Court lawyers [in the Wairarapa]
work as sole practitioners.” There is just one who is not
practising on their own account, Ms Hunt says.
One of the things that Masterton and the Wairarapa
could do with is more family lawyers.
“It’s tough at the moment,” Ms Hunt says. “There’s just
so much work.”
The Family Court sits fortnightly in Masterton. “We
have a list day every second Monday, and Tuesday and
Wednesday hearing dates. Any hearings of more than a
day are held in Wellington. The District Court [non Family
Court matters] runs in the alternate week.
“I think that it’s one of the busiest courts in country,
given the area that it services.” ▪
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contravention of international legal norms
and principles, as well as Article 138 of the
Constitution of the Republic of Turkey, and
must end,” the International Bar Association
(IBA) said in a statement released on 27 July.
“Further, the IBA leadership calls on
President Erdogan to reinstate recently
dismissed judges and prosecutors, including two members of the Constitutional
Court and 10 members of Turkey’s highest
administrative court.
“As the culling of judges, prosecutors, journalists and
members of other organs that constitute a democratic society continues, following the attempted coup … and the space
in which Turkey’s citizens can voice dissent evaporates,
IBA President David Rivkin calls for President Erdogan
to halt the arrests and limit the damage to the proper
administration of justice in Turkey caused by his actions.”
“President Erdogan’s fierce and unrelenting assault on
Turkey’s democratic institutions in violation of international law and the nation’s Constitution has removed any
credibility for his actions,” Mr Rivkin says.
“The prosperity of a country is intrinsically linked to the
rule of law and to a strong, independent judiciary and legal
profession,” Law Society of England and Wales President
Robert Bourns has said in a statement.
“The rule of law enables business and is fundamental to
the cohesion of a powerful and diverse society. Stable legal
institutions, an independent judiciary and a government
accountable to the people are fundamental elements of a
nation which is deeply rooted in the rule of law.
“Given the importance of judicial independence, no
member of any judiciary should be dismissed or suspended
except for reasons of incapacity or behaviour that renders
them unfit to discharge their duties, in accordance with
the United Nations Basic Principles on the Independence
of the Judiciary.”
ABA President Paulette Brown says the ABA calls on
Turkey’s government to ensure respect for the rule of the
law as it restores order.
“While uncertain times can bring about confusion, justice
in accordance with procedural safeguards are an integral
part of any democracy. We respectfully ask the government
of Turkey to ensure fairness and impartiality in accordance with its own laws and international standards as it
responds to the crisis.” ▪

Lawyer groups tell Turkey
to respect rule of law
The Presidents of Law Associations of Asia (POLA) have
expressed deep concern over the recent developments in
Turkey in the aftermath of the failed coup attempt.
POLA has issued a statement following its 2016 Summit
in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, recently.
New Zealand Law Society President Kathryn Beck
was among the presidents who prepared and issued the
statement. Ms Beck attended the summit, along with representatives of 11 other lawyers’ associations as well as
Presidents of the International Bar Association, LAWASIA
and Inter-Pacific Bar Association.
Following the attempted coup of 15 July, the Turkish
High Council of Judges and Prosecutors announced the
dismissal of 2,745 judges who are alleged to have been
involved in the attempt.
POLA’s statement notes that judges have been removed
from office and detained in Turkey, and a large number of
lawyers have similarly been either detained or prevented
from discharging their professional duties and functions.
“While POLA is not in a position to comment on the
factual aspects of the events that have occurred in Turkey,
it is nevertheless deeply concerned that, whatever the
circumstances, there should be no undue restraint on the
legal profession or the judiciary preventing them from
acting independently,” it says.
“POLA takes note of the United Nations Basic Principles
on the role of lawyers, especially paragraph 16, which
says: ‘Governments shall ensure that lawyers (a) are able
to perform all their professional functions without intimidations, hindrance, harassment or improper interference;
(b) are able to travel and to consult with their clients freely
within their own country and abroad; and (c) shall not
suffer, or be threatened with, prosecution or administrative, economic or other sanctions for any action taken in
accordance with recognized professional duties, standards
and ethics’.”
POLA says whatever the circumstances,
it urges the Turkish authorities to follow
the UN Basic Principles in letter and spirit
“because that is the only way the international community can rest assured that the
rule of law still prevails in Turkey.”
The POLA statement is one of many that
have been made by lawyer organisations
around the world expressing concern about
the rule of law in Turkey
“The dismantling and restructuring
of Turkey’s judiciary by the country’s
President, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, is in direct
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International mediation expert to
address education law conference
Internationally acclaimed mediator and academic Professor Laurence Boulle will be a
keynote speaker at the 25th Australia and
New Zealand Education Law Conference,
which will be held in Auckland from 28 to
30 September.
Professor Boulle’s attendance at the conference is due to the support of the New
Zealand Law Foundation.
The theme of the conference is Compliance, Creativity and Culture and explores
the tension between regulatory demands
and educational values.
Professor Boulle will provide insight into
ways of meeting this challenge. Presently
based at the Australian Catholic University,
he has taught at other universities in
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Australia, New Zealand,
the Pacific, Africa and
Europe. Professor Boulle
has published extensively in constitutional
law, employment law,
mediation, and international investment
Professor Boulle and globalisation and
has presented papers at numerous international conferences.
“Professor Boulle’s presence at the conference reflects a growing awareness of
dispute resolution in the education sector as
a key factor in achieving a balance between
rights and interests,” a spokesperson for
the conference organisers says.

He is part of a strong lineup of keynote
speakers at this international conference.
A plenary address from Steve Maharey
will open the conference. Mr Maharey,
Vice-Chancellor of Massey University and a
previous Minister of Education, has a longstanding commitment to education, social
policy and social change.
Dr Farah Palmer will be speaking at the
conference dinner. For 10 years Dr Palmer
captained the New Zealand women’s rugby
team (Black Ferns). She is a senior lecturer
and director of Te Au Rangahau (Māori
Business and Leadership Centre) at Massey
University. For more information see www.
anzela.edu.au. ▪
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“Estimates of PSA sensitivity and specificity from the ERSPC suggest that the
positive predictive value (PPV) for the
PSA test which is a function of sensitivity, specificity, and disease prevalence,
may be better than that for mammography” (New Zealand Parliamentary
Health Select Committee Report,
Inquiry into early detection and treatment of prostate cancer, July 2011, page
20). I note that, despite this fact, Dr
Buckley recommends mammograms,
and, ironically, no-one seeks to discredit breast cancer screening.
▪▪ Some day there will be a better test or
tests for prostate cancer than PSA testing, but until then, as recommended by
the 2015 “Prostate Cancer Management
and Referral Guidance Guidelines,” the
PSA test should be used.

Letters to the Editor
LawTalk welcomes letters to the Editor. Letters should ideally be restricted to a maximum of
450 words, although shorter letters are most welcome. Letters may be abridged or edited, and
LawTalk reserves the right to not publish any letter submitted. Letters should be sent to LawTalk
as either a Microsoft Word document or in a form that can be copied and pasted into a Microsoft
Word document. They can be sent to editor@lawsociety.org.nz.

Screening tests
The article, “Screening tests an important
part of wellness checks,” by Dr Michael
Buckley, in LawTalk Issue 892, makes the
statement that “some screening is controversial (prostate cancer screening) …”
With respect, I suggest that the assertion
is misleading as there is a critical distinction
in medical practice between “screening”
and “testing” (see, for instance, National
Health Committee, Screening to Improve
Health in New Zealand, 2003, page 2, and
the New Zealand Parliamentary Health
Select Committee Report, Inquiry into early
detection and treatment of prostate cancer,
July 2011, page 13).
Furthermore, I consider that testing for
prostate cancer is not now “controversial,” and the time to debate the merits of

5 DAY MEDIATION
WORKSHOPS
The theory and practical skills
of mediation and conflict resolution
Wellington: 6–10 September
Auckland: 1–5 November
Register
online

checking for possible prostate cancer has
ended, for the following reasons:
1 “The PSA test remains the best single
modality for detecting a risk of prostate
cancer” (Diagnosis and Management of
Prostate Cancer in New Zealand Men:
Recommendations from the Prostate Cancer
Taskforce, Ministry of Health, 2012, para
4.1.4). That means that, until something
better is discovered, the PSA test remains
the best tool available to detect prostate
cancer.
2 The Minister of Health issued “Prostate
Cancer Management and Referral
Guidance Guidelines” on 29 September
2015, and that provides very clear advice
to doctors; “The best recommendation is
for primary care practitioners to discuss
the benefits and risks of prostate cancer
testing with men aged between 50 and
70 years and men aged over 40 years
who have a family history of prostate
cancer, as they are the most likely to
benefit” (paragraph 1.1).
3 In my view there are three significant
things about the PSA test:
▪▪ Symptoms of prostate cancer may not
be evident before it becomes incurable,
and a digital rectal examination (DRE)
may not identify the cancer, which
leaves the PSA test as the best means
of detecting prostate cancer at a stage
when it is likely still to be treatable.
▪▪ While the PSA test is not perfect,

Mark von Dadelszen
Hastings
Mr von Dadelszen is President of the Prostate
Cancer Foundation of New Zealand.

Footnotes omitted
In the last issue of LawTalk we ran an article
entitled “Record damages in ‘third-party’ loss
copyright infringement” by Alex McDonald.
During production, the footnotes that
should have appeared with the article got
dropped off. LawTalk apologises for this
omission. The footnotes to the article are:
1

2
3

4
5

Oraka Technologies Ltd v Geostel
Vision Ltd High Court, Hamilton,
18/2/2009, CIV-2005-419-809.
Oraka Technologies Ltd v Geostel
Vision Ltd (2010) 88 IPR 227.
Oraka Technologies Limited v Geostel Vision
Limited (No.2) High Court, Hamilton,
7/4/2011, CIV-2005-419-809 at [176].
Oraka Technologies Ltd v Geostel
Vision Ltd [2013] NZCA 111.
Napier Tool & Die Ltd v Oraka
Technologies Ltd [2013] NZSC 86.
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Why executive education matters
Simon Tupman explains why lawyers need to
learn and develop business skills if they are to
remain commercially relevant
Twenty-seven years ago, I was a disillusioned criminal defence lawyer at a career
crossroads. I was acutely aware of the limitations of my specialist knowledge and so,
with a view to broadening my horizons, I sat
and completed a one-year full time study
MBA (Master of Business Administration).
The programme was intense and covered
a broad range of subjects I had never been
exposed to at law school such as economics,
marketing, statistics, finance and organisational culture.
Since then, I have often observed how
many lawyers struggle to relate with, and
talk the language of, their clients, often due
to a lack of business education. In today’s
climate, technical expertise alone does not
“cut the mustard”. To remain competitive
and commercially relevant, lawyers need
to have a grasp of the essentials of business
that I learnt on my MBA.

RESOLUTION
PARTNERS
DISPUTE RESOLUTION SPECIALISTS
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Yet, 27 years on and law schools are still churning out
graduates with little or no grasp of some of the basic
business principles. However, in recent years there have
been signs that things are changing – at least overseas.
In the United States, law schools are now placing greater
emphasis on developing business skills in their curricula.
In the United Kingdom, several MBA programmes specially tailored for lawyers have been offered by some universities now for nearly 20 years. Indeed some large firms
have been running their own in-house MBA programme
for some time.
However, you don’t have to sit an MBA to learn business skills. My UK-based Law Consultancy Network colleague Andrew Otterburn, author of the best-selling book
Simon Tupman
Profitability and Law Firm Management writes how some
innovative firms are now introducing their own in-house
management skills programmes, typically involving several
modules over a 12-month period.
As Andrew writes: “an investment of this type is expensive in terms of time; however the payback and return on
investment can be huge. It can be the difference between
success and mediocrity in the future”.
One firm who introduced this type of programme is
Yorkshire firm Ramsdens. Commenting on its success,
Managing Partner Paul Joyce said:
“...we set up the management training programme because
we wanted to ensure that our younger solicitors learned
the skills that we think are required to manage a modern
law firm and to enable us to identify potential future partners not only based on their legal ability but also on their
ability to manage their own team and potentially the firm
itself. The programme has been a massive success as the
people who went through it are thoroughly engaged with
the business, several have been promoted and the next
generation of solicitors are very, very keen to be included
on the programme when we run it again.”
For those firms in New Zealand that might not have the economies of
scale to invest in such a programme, I encourage them to take advantage
of CPD programmes that focus on developing management, business
and interpersonal skills.
For those readers who like to do some DIY learning, here is my top 10
list of activities that will broaden your mind, enhance your confidence
and build your reputation:

❝ We wanted
to ensure that
our younger
solicitors
learned the
skills that
we think
are required
to manage
a modern
law firm

1. Read business books relevant to your business
For example, The Future of the Professions and Tomorrow’s Lawyers, both
by Richard Susskind.

2. Understand your clients’ business
Create opportunities to learn about your clients’ business such as reverse
seminars (where clients come to your office to tell your team about
their businesss, client visits, social occasions and client feedback. In my
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experience, clients welcome your keen
interest (not chargeable time of course!)

3. Become business literate
Learn the essentials of business such as
economics, technology, marketing and
finance so that you develop fresh perspectives. Books and CPD programmes address
these topics in depth.

4. Become a confident
communicator
The ability to speak confidently in public
is a vital skill, especially if you or your
people are to be persuasive ambassadors
for your firm.

5. Write in plain English
The ability to write in plain language that
lay people can easily understand will distinguish you from most other lawyers who
still cannot get past writing in “legalese”.

6. Manners
Some lawyers, it seems, still need a lesson
in simple business etiquette – understanding how to dress, eat, groom, behave, and
socialise when at work. This is vital to
enhance their (and your firm’s) reputation.

7. Get comfortable with ‘selling’
Understanding how to build relationships,
to network, and represent your firm knowledgeably will be vital for the lawyer of the
future.

8. Use social media
Most “millennials” are already adept at
this so perhaps they should be educating their leaders on how to use social
media! Linked-in, Twitter and Facebook
are increasingly must-have tools for every
law firm.

9. Manage your time wisely
With more demands placed on people’s
time, the challenge is not how to generate
more hours in the day but how to prioritise.
Get focused and get organised!

10. Keep learning
Becoming a more rounded person will
make you more valuable to your clients,
your colleagues and your community. Take
advantage of educational media, conferences and seminars; eg, TED online talks,
self-help books and attendance at relevant
workshops or seminars.
The legal services industry is now

evolving so rapidly that it behoves all
self-respecting lawyers to avail themselves
of the many resources now available and
heed the warning of philosopher Eric Hoffer:
“In times of change, the learners will inherit
the earth while the learned will find themselves equipped to deal with a world that
no longer exists.” ▪

Simon Tupman is a business mentor to lawyers
and law firms internationally. He will be presenting a one-day business skills programme
for solicitors, associates and in-house counsel
in Auckland on Tuesday 25 October, see www.
simontupman.com/what-they-didnt-teach-atlaw-school.html.

WHAT THEY DIDN’T
TEACH AT LAW SCHOOL

A ONE DAY BUSINESS SKILLS PROGRAMME FOR
SOLICITORS, ASSOCIATES AND IN-HOUSE COUNSEL

WHEN: 25 October, 9am - 5pm
WHERE: The Boardroom, Moore Stephens Markhams,
Level 10, 203 Queen Street, Auckland

REGISTER ONLINE: www.simontupman.com/what-they-didnt-teach-at-law-school.html
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The 9th key habit of a rainmaker:
Ask great questions
By Ben Paul
In my previous article in LawTalk 890, we
looked at some of the key habits that the
top rainmakers within legal firms demonstrate. The 9th habit being “ask really great
open and engaging questions”.
Of course, the real skill isn’t just to ask
these questions. You have to learn how to
listen and respond to them.
The main trick that rainmakers manage
to pull off with their questions is that they
not only get to learn and understand more
about the person, they actually start to
develop and build trust.
Think about an occasion when you have
first met someone and it’s gone really well,
and you’ve genuinely wanted to see them
again. The chances are they asked you questions which showed they were interested
in you, your thoughts, and what you do.
So are these people blessed with an intrinsic magic gift of great questioning skills?

Maybe. More importantly, can these skills be learnt and
developed by anyone? Absolutely.
Below I’ll look at some different types of questions and
give some practical examples that you can hopefully use
to start generating better conversations.

Start with some questions to
understand who they are
Ben Paul

It’s quite a good idea to ask simple opening questions like
“How’s business?” or “How are things going?”
The response here can give you a quick insight into
the other person’s behavioural preference. If they say
something like “fantastic”, it is likely they live in a highly
optimistic world and see opportunity, not risk, in things. What you might
describe as a glass half-full person. If their response is more measured,
then they are likely to be less so and perhaps a bit more focused on the
now than the future. As with all questions, listening to and understanding
the response is key.

Facts, facts, facts
For any of you who have read Hard Times by Charles Dickens, you’ll be
able to appreciate that there is a lot more to understanding situations
and people than you get from just cold hard facts.
If you ask “surface questions”, you will elicit facts. It is important to get
some factual information, but too many surface questions can lead to a
dull conversation that feels more like an interrogation. As an example, if
someone says they had a great weekend with the family and you then
ask them “How many kids do you have?” “What are their ages?” “What
are their names?” “What school do they go to?” etc.

Too much hunting might hurt your prey
Recognised industry
experts. Serving legal
documents for over
27 years.
Fast, professional, nationwide
process serving for solicitors &
government agencies.
P: (09) 302-2476
E: team@docuserve.co.nz
W:www.docuserve.co.nz

What we term as “hunt questions” are questions that look for issues or
challenges that the other person may have.
Too many of these without exploring the issue further can make the
other person feel like you are simply hunting for a problem which, big
surprise, you have the perfect solution for.
There is also the classic question, meant well which is asked by many
a legal professional: “What is your biggest challenge?” There is one major
problem with asking a client or prospect about their challenges – and
that is, that some of them won’t have any. So when you ask them about
their challenges, you are actually giving them nightmares, and making
them urgently want to leave the room.
Why not just ask them: “What are your three main priorities?”

Avoid one-way streets
The conversation is moving along but you’re stuck in one area. You might
think that this is great as it’s in your area of expertise, but while it may
be of interest to the other person are you certain it’s the most important
thing to them right now? Take a pause and check in on your assumption.
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At this stage, a great question to ask is:
“Before we go any further, can I just check
that this is the most important thing to
you right now, because if it isn’t, what is?”
When offering this adjustment to the
conversation, give the other person time
to think and you may find that you learn
something very different and genuinely
interesting. We call this an “adjust question”.

Help them to paint a
perfect picture
This is when you help the person you are
talking to imagine or think about a positive
future. We call these “paint questions”. They
can have a dramatic effect on the conversation and really help unlock the other
person’s thinking.
An example of this is: “In an ideal world,
what would your business look like in three
years?”
Firstly, this demonstrates that you care
about the future of their business and want
to understand more about it. Secondly, it
helps them to think and reflect about the
future, which is always valuable. Finally,
through understanding this, you can continue the conversation to help your client
to prioritise their strategies to achieve this.

Great chat, so what’s next?
A common thread I’ve found over years of
coaching and advising people is that they
feel they had a good meeting, but they have
no idea what the next stage is, or how to
follow up.

It can be as simple as they haven’t
asked what the next steps are. We call
these “engage questions” which help to
uncover what the next steps are. To be clear,
these aren’t hard sell sales questions such
as: “Can I send you a proposal/credential
statement?” That is a misguided question.
This is because people are invariably polite
and will say “yes”, and then never read the
document you pour your heart into.
Rather ask them something simple like:
“What do you see as the next steps?” Give
them control and decide what the next
stage in your relationship is.

You can develop the skills
to SHAPE a successful
conversation
So, in summary, great rainmakers ask great
questions, and the good news is that this
skill can be learnt and developed. It won’t
come straight away but with continual
practice it will undoubtedly improve.

These are some of the basics around what
we call SHAPE Questions:
▪▪ S is for Surface questions that illicit facts;
▪▪ H is for Hunt questions that help you
uncover challenges or issues;
▪▪ A is for Adjust questions that seek clarification from the other person;
▪▪ P is for Paint questions that help you
understand the other person future aspirations; and
▪▪ E for Engage questions, that help you
understand what they see as the next
steps.
As you start to understand these questions
and use them, you’ll find the nature of your
conversations change, for the better. ▪
Ben Paul is Director New Zealand for The
Business of Trust. Ben has over 17 years’ experience in both New Zealand and the UK in business
development and as a coach/facilitator. He can
be contacted at ben.paul@boft.com.
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Working for peace, human
rights and justice in Colombia
A year on, New Zealand lawyer Sarah Cates updates LawTalk on her
experiences working in Colombia as a human rights worker, explains a
couple of the legal cases she has accompanied and gives insights into the
peace negotiations between the Colombian government and guerrilla groups.
Colombians have endured almost seven decades of armed conflict and gross human
rights violations that have caused a protracted humanitarian crisis and social and
political polarisation.
Violence associated with Colombia’s
internal armed conflict has resulted in
the forced displacement, assassination
and disappearance of more than 8,000,000
Colombians. Human rights advocates,
including lawyers, trade unionists, journalists, indigenous and Afro-Colombian leaders
and community activists, face risks to their
personal security, death threats and violence for their pro-human rights work, and
perpetrators are rarely held accountable.
According to a report published by We are
Defenders, a non-governmental organisation, this year between January and March
there were 113 violent aggressions against
human rights advocates in Colombia; of
these 81 threats and 19 assassinations.
For the past year I have been physically and politically accompanying local
human rights advocates and carrying out
international observation of the human
rights situation in Colombia for Peace
Brigades International, an international

Sarah Cates

non-governmental organisation, present in Colombia
for more than 23 years.
During this time I have
had the privilege of accompanying some of the most
threatened human rights
advocates in Colombia
and many fascinating and
emblematic human rights
cases.

Landmark psychological torture case

I have had the pleasure of accompanying Claudia Julieta
Duque, a human rights advocate, political journalist and
victim of torture and threats. Ms Duque is a remarkable
woman who, despite huge obstacles and high personal
risk, continues to fight to uncover serious human rights
violations committed by state institutions.
I accompanied Ms Duque and her lawyer, Víctor Javier
Velásquez Gil, in respect of her landmark case of psychological torture against members of the former Administrative
Department of Security (DAS), a state intelligence agency
equivalent to New Zealand’s Government Communications
Security Bureau (GCSB).
Ms Duque became a victim of DAS following her investigation into the assassination of Jaime Garzón, a very
famous journalist, comedian, lawyer, peace activist and
political satirist, killed in 1999. After a long
battle against impunity and years of being
subjected to threats, smear campaigns and
stigmatisation, Ms Duque has proved before
the courts that the harassment she suffered
was real and amounted to “psychological
Construction dispute resolution
torture.”
Ms Duque’s case, which has no precSherwyn Williams has ceased his consultancy with Kensington Swan.
edent anywhere in the world, is against
He continues to be available for appointment as an arbitrator or
nine members of the now disbanded state
adjudicator, or to provide expert determinations, in construction disputes.
intelligence agency who are accused of
having tortured her psychologically. Three
of the nine accused state officials have
 www.sherwynwilliams.co.nz  sherwyn.williams@xtra.co.nz  021 650 925
already confessed to having committed

Sherwyn Williams
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▲ Sarah Cates talking to a human rights advocate and member of Aheramigua, an organisation accompanied by Peace Brigades International.
psychological torture and the other six
cases are still being prosecuted.
Not only is it the first case in the world in
which a criminal justice system has found
persons responsible for psychological torture as a crime in and of itself, but also
as a state crime carried out by the state’s
intelligence agency during the reign of the
ex-president Álvaro Uribe.

‘False positives’
During the past year, I have also accompanied many lawyers for victims of “false
positives.”
This term refers to the execution of thousands of civilians by army brigades across
Colombia between 2002 and 2008. Military
units, pressured and incentivised to show
success against the guerrilla through “kill
counts,” carried out premeditated murders
of innocent civilians and fraudulently presented them as guerrilla soldiers “killed in
combat”. Army personnel would then report
the killings up the chain of command and
often to the press.
An informal incentive system existed for
soldiers to kill and a formal one for civilians
who provided information leading to the
capture or killing of guerrillas. Army superiors would give troops vacation time and

other rewards and authorise payments to
fake civilian informants that would actually
go to the troops and collaborators. Army
officers manufactured official documentation substantiating claims that the killings
occurred in combat.
This system led to the extra-judicial killing
of at least 5,600 individuals as documented
by the Extra-judicial Executions Board of
the Colombia Europa USA Co-ordination
entity (CCEEU).
Many soldiers have already been convicted for their involvement in “false positives” and in recent months there have been
two important developments in holding
high ranking commanders responsible.
On 28 March 2016 the Colombian Public
Prosecutor’s office issued an arrest warrant
for General Torres Escalante, who is the
highest ranking officer to be arrested to date
for “false positives.” The General, who coincidentally was discharged from the armed
forces the previous day, was the former
Commander of Brigade 16 and is charged
with the assassination of peasants, a father
and a son, who were reported as having
fallen in combat in March 2007. According
to the investigators, the assassination of the
son was a reprisal for reporting the death
of his father a few days earlier.

Similarly, General and former Army
Commander Mario Montoya was charged
at a hearing on 31 May 2016 for his involvement in at least 10 “false positive” cases.
According to the information available,
these charges not only entailed the failure
to act when faced with what at the time
were qualified “isolated acts”, but that, in
his capacity of Commander of the National
Army, he fostered this criminal practice in
various areas of the country.
The International Criminal Court
(ICC), in its preliminary examination of
the Colombian situation, informed the
Colombian Government that the prosecution and sentencing of the main culprits
in “false positive” cases was essential in
deciding whether or not the ICC will open
its own investigation into the matter.

Kidnapping of senator
I also had the privilege of accompanying
the eminent and accomplished lawyer
Eduardo Carreño in a number of human
rights cases.
One such case is the famous kidnapping of Piedad Cordoba – a lawyer, human
rights advocate and politician who served
as Senator of Colombia from 1994 to 2010.
It was during this Continued on next page...
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the solution to unrest and
violence, while systemic
problems and corruption
continue, while serious
economic and social inequality exist, while forgiveness is not in people’s
hearts, while greed is more
important than humanity
and the environment, while
economic interests favour
civil unrest and conflict,
and while impunity continues there will still be conflict, violence, civil unrest
and grave human rights
violations in Colombia.
Peace requires a constant
commitment by all and,
unfortunately, Colombians
▲ Outside the courthouse and Congress in Bogota, members of the Commission for Justice and Peace, an
seem divided in their suporganisation accompanied by Peace Brigades International, hold placards saying “Lest We Forget” during a
port of the Peace Accord
press conference on victims of the conflict.
between the Government
term that she was kidnapped in 1999 by
the FARC-EP jointly announced a bilatand the FARC-EP, which will go to a public
paramilitaries under the orders of the notoeral ceasefire and their final agreement
referendum in the near future.
rious paramilitary chief Diego Fernando
to the Peace Accord. Additionally, on 30
I believe these latest developments in
Murillo, alias “Don Berna.” The former
March 2016 the Government and the ELN
negotiations are important steps towards
Deputy Director of the now disbanded
announced their agreed agenda for similar
peace. However, I hope they do not overDAS state security agency, José Miguel
negotiations.
shadow the wider and deeper issues which
Narváez is also being investigated for his
While I support the negotiations between
continue to exist and create obstacles to
participation in the kidnapping. According
the Government and guerrilla groups as a
peace, security and the true enjoyment of
to Mr Carreño, Mr Narváez co-ordinated the
positive and non-violent means to achievfundamental human rights. In Colombia the
kidnapping in meetings with implicated
ing sustainable peace in Colombia, based
journey to peace and guaranteed human
paramilitaries.
on what we know about the content of
rights will be a long one, without doubt.
the Peace Accord with the FARC-EP it is
Many problems will arise and the hard work
Peace negotiations
going to be practically, socially and legally
is still to come. ▪
It’s been an exciting and historical time to
challenging to implement. Additionally,
be working in human rights in Colombia
I do not view it as the final solution to
Sarah Cates returns to New Zealand in October
with two major advances in negotiathe violence, conflict, civil unrest, grave
this year to resume her role as senior associate at
tions with the both guerrilla groups, the
human rights violations and human and
Cullen-The Employment Law Firm in Wellington.
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombiasocial destruction in Colombia.
She will also be giving presentations about the
People’s Army (FARC-EP) and the National
In my view while successor paramilitary
human rights situation in Colombia and her expeLiberation Army (ELN), in an attempt to end
groups (of which there are at least 12 idenriences. If you would like to make contact with
the internal armed conflict and civil unrest.
tified and active) continue to kill and terher, email sarahcateslegal@gmail.com.
After three years of negotiations, on 23
rorise civilians, while a human life is worth
June 2016 the Colombia Government and
nothing, while violence continues to be
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The facts in this article are cited from the
following public sources and the opinions
expressed are those of the author and not those
of PBI International or PBI-Colombia: Frontline
Defenders; Human Rights Watch; International
Federation of Journalists; Foundation for Free
Press; International Federation for Human
Rights; Quarterly Bulletin – Information System
about Attacks against Human Rights Defenders;
We Are Defenders, April 2016; Annual Report
of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Human Rights, 15 March 2016; Report of
the United Nations Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions,
Philip Alston, 30 March 2010; and Colombian
newspapers: La Semana, Caracol and El Tiempo.
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Review of clean slate
legislation needed
The New Zealand Law Society agrees that the Criminal Records (Clean Slate) Act
2004 should be amended to apply to people who have been sentenced to a custodial sentence of 12 months or less, after 20 years has passed since the date of
last sentencing.
Responding to an invitation from Parliament’s Justice and Electoral Committee
to provide a submission on a petition which requests that change, the Law Society
says it also believes there is a need for a more comprehensive review of the Act.
It says the petition, of Eric Knight and 156 others, is consistent with the underlying intent of the legislation.
“Where a person has served a sentence and paid his or her debt to society, the
ongoing penalty of discrimination or risk of disclosure of conviction should not
continue to haunt the offender, unless there are sound public interest grounds
for doing so.”
The Law Society notes that the Act does not expunge a conviction, but provides
a framework for suppression of existence of the conviction.
At present the Act excludes individuals from being eligible under the clean slate
scheme if any custodial sentence has ever been imposed on them.
“In the Law Society’s view, this blanket exclusion for any custodial sentence makes
for a very narrow application of the clean slate scheme and precludes persons ...
from moving forward with their lives free of the enduring consequences of a mistake
in their youth that they have learned from and not repeated,” the submission says.
However, it says if a conviction is for a “specified offence” – sexual offending –
the offender should continue not to be eligible for the clean slate scheme, in the
interests of public safety.
In support of a broader review of the legislation, the Law Society says it needs
to be analysed in light of developments in comparable jurisdictions such as the
United Kingdom where the rehabilitation periods for clean slates were substantially reduced in 2014.
In New Zealand there is a standard rehabilitation period of not less than seven
consecutive years from the date of last sentencing for the Act to apply.
The Law Society says the limitations on the application of New Zealand’s legislation
for offences committed while a person is relatively young are a particular concern.
“There is ample evidence regarding young peoples’ cognitive development and
that full decision-making capability is not reached until the mid-20s,” it says.
“However, the Act does not allow young persons to be eligible if a custodial
sentence has been imposed (regardless of the length of that sentence).” ▪
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NZLS
disagrees
with NZIF
exemption
The New Zealand Law Society does not favour
granting New Zealand Institute of Forestry
(NZIF) registered members an exemption
from the requirement to be licensed under
the Real Estate Agents Act 2008.
In response to the Ministry of Justice’s
request for comments on the NZIF application for the exemption, the Law Society
says there are several matters of concern.
“The Real Estate Agents Act is a sound
consumer-oriented piece of legislation and
it is preferable that those engaged in real
estate agency work are governed by the Act
rather than by some separate regime unless
in the particular circumstances there is a
compelling reason why a separate regime
should apply,” it says.
While the NZIF Rules and Code of Ethics
provide for various consumer protections,
they are not specific enough in relation to
a number of matters, the Law Society says.
Obligations under the NZIF Code of Ethics
are not directed to disclosure of defects in
land, and are open to interpretation particularly in terms of whether inquiry in
respect of hidden or underlying defects
would be necessary.
While real estate agents have an obligation under the Real Estate Agents Profession
Conduct and Client Care Rules (REAA Rules)
not to mislead customers about the price
expectations of the client, there is no similar
obligation in the Code of Ethics or NZIF Rules.
Also, while the NZIF Rules require members to inform their clients of any conflicts
of interest in writing, there are no provisions concerning the form of consent that
must be received by the registered members
before proceeding with the work.
“The Real Estate Agents Act provides that
real estate agents must obtain the consent
of their client before carrying out work if a
conflict of interest Continued on next page...
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Recent
submissions
may exist, and such consent must be in a prescribed form and accompanied by the relevant valuation,” the Law Society says.
It also notes that the Act says lawyers or conveyancing practitioners
carrying out real estate agency work are not entitled to be remunerated
by commission in addition to, or instead of, their ordinary professional
charges.
“The Law Society submits that consideration should be given to imposing the same restriction on registered members of the NZIF. There would
appear to be no principled reason why a different approach should be
taken to the charging of commission by registered members on the one
hand and by lawyers on the other.” ▪

Is national policy statement
on urban development
capacity necessary?
The New Zealand Law Society is questioning whether a National Policy
Statement on Urban Development Capacity (NPS-UDC) is necessary.
In a submission to the Ministry for the Environment, the Law Society
says it has several concerns about the proposal.
In relation to the NPS-UDC, it says planning under the Resource
Management Act is about predicting and providing for the future and it
is questionable whether a further instrument adds value.
“The National Policy Statement does not resolve the tension between
containing development and permitting expansion. No clear guidelines
are proposed in this respect,” the Law Society says.
Furthermore, the Law Society submission says the proposal fails to
grapple with the issues of the infrastructure necessary to support development and without which development is constrained and frustrated.
“A narrow view is taken of ‘infrastructure’. For example, telecommunications and electricity are omitted from the definition. And more significantly, social and economic infrastructure necessary to support both
residential and business development are omitted.
“The NPS also fails to address the significant challenges local authorities
face in planning for climate change and the National Policy Statement
needs to encompass and resolve these issues,” the Law Society says. ▪
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The Law Society recently filed submissions on:
▪▪ Application by New Zealand Institute of
Forestry for exemption from licensing requirements of the Real Estate Agents Act;
▪▪ Incorporated Societies exposure draft Bill;
▪▪ A petition to Parliament’s Justice and
Electoral Committee to amend the Criminal
Records (Clean Slate) Act 2004;
▪▪ Amendments to Personal and Property
Rights Regulations 2008: Enduring Power of
Attorney draft forms (personal care & welfare,
property);
▪▪ Proposed National Policy Statement-Urban
Development Capacity;
▪▪ Tax, ED0186 Draft Standard Practice
Statement: Payment of Shortfall Penalty using
losses;
▪▪ Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement
Amendment Bill;
▪▪ Legal Aid: consultation on revised Provider
Contract for Services and Practice Standards;
and
▪▪ Increasing rates of deceased organ donation.
The submissions are available at
www.lawsociety.org.nz/news-andcommunications/law-reform-submissions.

Coming up
The Law Society is currently preparing submissions on numerous bills and government discussion
documents. Members are welcome to contribute
comments to the Law Reform Committee, specialist
committees and sections preparing the submissions. There is information in the weekly LawPoints
e-bulletin on upcoming NZLS law reform activities;
and the Law Society’s Law Reform Manager can be
contacted at vicky.stanbridge@lawsociety.org.nz.
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More thought
needed on
employee share
scheme proposals
Not enough thought seems to have been given to the practical
issues which will flow from enacting new employee share
scheme taxation rules, the New Zealand Law Society says.
Commenting on an Inland Revenue issues paper on
taxation of employee share schemes, the Law Society says
they are widely used in New Zealand by a multitude of
different employers and a large number of taxpayers participate in them as employees.
“It is imperative that proper consideration is given to the
impact that new employee share scheme rules will have
on participants before new rules come into effect,” it says.
The changes proposed by the issues paper will create a
large number of practical issues that employers and their
employees will need to grapple with.
Many of these issues are not discussed in the issues
paper, the Law Society says, but they will be fundamental
to the successful implementation of new employee share
scheme legislation.
The issues paper does not discuss the interplay between
the employee share scheme rules it is proposing and other
legislation relevant to them, such as securities law and
employment law.
The issues paper does not consider what will happen
when a company has multiple employees who qualify for
their employee share scheme shares at different times.
“Would, for example, there be a requirement that a company valuation be performed each time a Qualification
Date for an employee arises?” the Law Society asks.
The issues paper also does not deal with the situation
where employees progressively acquire shares under an
employee share scheme at different times.
“There is no discussion of how dividend returns payable
in relation to shares in an employee share scheme will
be taxed while the employee is qualifying for the shares.
“Little attempt is made to identify or quantify the compliance costs that will arise for employees.”
The Law Society says it understands that it is proposed
for the new rules to be implemented during 2017.
However, the Law Society says “it is critical” that the
implications and practical issues are properly thought
through and addressed before legislation in relation to
employee share schemes is introduced. ▪
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Incorporated
Societies draft
bill supported
The general approach taken in the Exposure Draft of the
Incorporated Societies Bill is supported by the New Zealand
Law Society.
In a submission to the Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment (MBIE) on the Exposure Draft, the Law
Society says it strikes a workable balance between providing clear rules and guidance while still maintaining
flexibility to adapt to fit the range of societies in existence.
“In particular, the Law Society supports the use of standard provisions which can be voluntarily adopted by societies
and which act as a safe harbour for compliance.”
However, the Law Society points to some proposals in
the draft which it says require amendment.
It says the process for amendment of the constitution
should be changed to recognise that some societies may
have imposed more stringent voting requirements for
constitutional amendments, and also an amendment to
permit proxy voting.
The proposed definition of the “committee” does not
refer to the management role of the committee, and the
Law Society says this should be changed to include it.
The Law Society also recommends that small societies
– with fewer than 40 members or a turnover below a specified amount – should be exempted from some compliance
requirements. It says this is because some of the proposed
reforms would be unduly burdensome on small societies.
The obligation to provide information to members and
the increased administrative duties this would entail are
likely to discourage volunteers from participating and small
societies should be exempt from compliance.
The Law Society recommends that small societies should
also be exempted from preparing annual financial statements and an annual return.
“The Registrar may need to undertake spot checks to
ascertain whether this exemption is being abused,” it says.
“However, this administrative burden will be balanced
by the fact that the Registrar would not need to take receipt
of the annual returns of each of these small societies.” ▪
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Why and how your client
should protect their branding
By Emily Ellis, Rachael Koelmeyer and Hemma Vara
Brands and trade marks are powerful
business assets. As consumers, we rely
on branding to differentiate the products
and services of one trader from another.
We familiarise ourselves with the brands
we use, and are loyal to brands we enjoy
and have grown to trust.
No client wants the exclusivity and reputation of their branding to be undermined
by a competitor. Clients should therefore
seek timely expert advice in order to protect their trade marks. If a trade mark is
protected at the right time and in a correct
manner, the playing field can be levelled
between individual traders, SMEs and
corporations. Competition becomes less
about “David v Goliath” and more about
even competition among brand identities.
Let’s consider the hypothetical case of
a client, Ace Corp Limited, who wants to
set up a new venture. This case example is
not a substitute for advice, and is instead a
brief overview of some of the issues which
should be considered by lawyers and their
clients.

Ace Corp’s brand is born
When setting up a new venture, Ace Corp
will probably have in mind a trade mark or
two to be used on its product or to promote
its services. Ace Corp’s trade mark might
be in the form of a logo, a word, a shape
or a colour, or a combination of various
features.

Due diligence
In an ideal world, Ace Corp would first consult its intellectual property professional
who can search the applicable registers
and the online marketplace in Ace Corp’s
key markets. The IP professional could then
advise on the availability of the proposed
trade mark(s) in terms of both:
▪▪ whether the trade mark is capable of
registration and therefore exclusive
ownership; and
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▪▪ whether there is a risk the trade mark will infringe upon
the rights of another trader.
The fact that Ace Corp may own the copyright in its brand
does not remove the risk of trade mark infringement proceedings. An original logo which attracts copyright protection may still be attacked on the basis that it is too
similar to a competitor’s mark used in respect of similar
goods or services.
If Ace Corp does not instruct an IP professional to conduct relevant searches, and is not aware of the risks its
choice of trade mark may pose, Ace Corp may find itself
in a dispute with another party over the trade mark.
In a worst case scenario, Ace Corp might have to defend
legal proceedings for trade mark infringement and potentially be exposed to damages. Even if this can be avoided,
Ace Corp may have to re-brand. Re-branding can have
significant consequences for a newly established business,
adversely affecting growth and brand recognition.

Application process

Hemma Vara

Let’s assume Ace Corp’s IP professionals have analysed the
search results and concluded that the trade mark is free
to use. Ace Corp can then consult the IP professional to
develop a filing strategy so that it can apply to register the
trade mark in the countries in which it intends to trade,
over a specified period of time.
The nature of the trade mark laws in the countries must
be considered too. Certain countries such as China should
be considered early on, given that it is difficult to battle
trade mark squatters who take advantage of the reputation of overseas businesses. Further, depending on the
countries where coverage is sought, Ace Corp may be able
to delay filings for up to six months while being able to
claim the filing date of the first trade mark application
made worldwide.
The search may also have alerted Ace Corp to potential
obstacles to the registration of its trade mark. Many applicants give up when a hurdle to registration is raised, but
there may be strategies to overcome obstacles. If there is
a trade mark which Ace Corp is dead set on using, or in
which it has already invested significant resources, as part
of the filing strategy Ace Corp’s IP professional can help
manage these obstacles in a cost-effective way.
There are many benefits once Ace Corp’s trade mark
application matures to registration. The presence of the
trade mark on the register will serve as a warning to other
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traders who may be contemplating whether to adopt an
identical or similar trade mark. Further, if a trade mark
dispute arises it is usually easier and more cost-effective
for Ace Corp to rely on its registered rights than it would
be to rely on fair trading provisions and common law
rights, including the tort of passing off.
Importantly, clients should note that a trade mark registration owned by a small local player can be used to
hold at bay much larger companies who seek to enter
the same market.

Ownership
Ace Corp must carefully consider who should own the
trade mark application. As with any asset, the implications
of differing ownership structures must be fully thought
out. It is common for a director to file a trade mark application in their own name, or for the wrong company to
be inserted as owner of the trade mark, which may have
adverse consequences down the line.
For example, during a merger or sale of a business, a
company’s assets may be liquidated and the company
dissolved. If the trade mark registration is not transferred
at the right time, the registration will be deemed vested
in the Crown, pursuant to the doctrine of bona vacantia,
or “ownerless” property. If this is not addressed promptly,

❝ A registered
[trade] mark
can easily
be identified
in business
agreements

it may be a difficult process to claw back
the registration.
Alternatively, if a trade mark has been
filed in the name of an individual who is
now deceased, the vesting of the mark in
the individual’s estate may have unexpected consequences for the business,
unless this was deliberate.
Importantly, the value of a registered
trade mark is easier to conceptualise and
quantify than that of an unregistered
mark. This means that a registered mark
can easily be identified in business agreements, including for the sale and purchase
of a business, the assignment of property,
distributorship and licensing. A trade mark
registration may also need to be valued
for taxation purposes, or it could form a
registrable security under the Personal
Property Securities Act 1999.

Domain name protection
As well as registering Ace Corp’s trade mark,
it is wise to secure domain name protection.
As the owner of a Continued on next page...
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registered trade mark, Ace Corp has the right to own the
corresponding domain name, unless another trader in a
different industry who owns an identical trade mark registration has already secured the domain name. Ace Corp
may also wish to purchase adult-themed domains, such
as .xxx and .adult, or the controversial .sucks domain, in
order to prevent others from purchasing these domains
and tarnishing the reputation of its brand.

Growth of Ace Corp’s business
Registering a trade mark is not the end. Ace Corp and
its lawyers must continue to consider the importance of
trade mark registrations as the business enters different
phases of development.
As part of this growth, Ace Corp might update its branding. Ace Corp could introduce a new style, colour or other
additional features to its core trade mark. At this stage it is
important to consult an IP professional to assess whether
the trade mark protection already in place is enough, or
if additional steps are required to secure protection for
the revised branding.
Otherwise, Ace Corp may later find its trade marks are
not properly protected, and it may be too late to secure
exclusivity in the market if another trader has built up a
reputation in similar branding for similar goods or services
in the meantime.

❝ Branding
is a very
powerful
asset and
can make
or break a
business

How trade mark registration provides
protection
For most businesses, branding is a valuable part of commercial practice. The scope of any trade mark registrations
Ace Corp owns must therefore provide solid practical protection for its business activities, and should be futureproofed where possible.
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When preparing an application for a trade
mark registration it is important to consider
how the trade mark is to be represented on
the register. For instance, Ace Corp’s trade
mark could be a word used in conjunction
with a label that varies as to the quality of
the product, or it could be a logo moulded
into a particular point on a beverage bottle.
In both cases, care and expertise is required
so that the application best represents the
trade mark in question.
A trade mark application can cover up
to 45 classes of goods and services. Each
of these classes are then broken down into
further detail; often referred to as the specification. Specification drafting is an art. It
is important that the trade mark specification covers Ace Corp’s proposed activities
without being so narrow as to allow other
traders to use similar branding on similar
goods or services. Equally, the specification should not be so broad that Ace Corp’s
application is frustrated by unnecessary
obstacles, or later becomes vulnerable to
removal on the basis of non-use.
It should also be reiterated that a business in an entirely different industry may
be able to use the same brand as Ace Corp if
there is no cause for confusion. There may,
however, be grounds to take action if Ace
Corp’s trade mark ultimately becomes a
well-known or famous trade mark.

In conclusion
Branding is a very powerful asset and can
make or break a business. It is important
that a client’s trade marks are sufficiently
protected, appropriately valued, and recognised in commercial transactions. Clients
must undertake due diligence at the outset
and as their business grows, in order to reap
the benefits of owning a successful brand. ▪
Emily Ellis is principal of Ellis Terry (www.
ellisterry.com), a firm that provides advice and
expertise in all aspects of intellectual property.
Rachael Koelmeyer is an associate and Hemma
Vara is a solicitor with Ellis Terry. The firm offers
legal assistance to innovative entrepreneurs and
corporations in a range of occupations. Creators
of artistic works, inventors and designers from
specialist fields as diverse as mechanical, electrical and computer engineering have sought
our guidance. The firm’s trade marks team
works with clients from a variety of industries,
including food and beverage, pharmaceuticals,
technology, film and entertainment, insurance,
farming and agricultural, building, clothing and
textiles, automotive and wine.
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Iwi chairs support new framework
for reducing youth offending
By Lynda Hagen
A Law Foundation-backed project is helping
the National Iwi Chairs Forum develop a
new basis for interacting with the state to
achieve better outcomes for young Māori
offenders.
The “engagement framework” will be
developed by iwi, with assistance from
Judge Carolyn Henwood and Jennifer
George of the Henwood Trust.
Judge Henwood says the support by iwi
chairs to develop the framework shows
their strong desire to reduce the high numbers of young Māori in the justice system.
“I believe that only Māori can change
the landscape by acting to stop the flow
of their children into state care, whether
it is care and protection or prisons. This
is about iwi chairs taking on their own
strategy,” she says.
Judge Henwood has a strong record
of work on effective strategies for young
offenders through the Henwood Trust, set
up for the purpose.
In 2014 her book New Zealand’s Gift to
the World – The Youth Justice Family Group
Conference, co-written with Stephen
Stratford, she made recommendations on
how our world-leading process could be
improved following 25 years in practice.
A key finding was that the family group
conference system was failing young Māori,
who make up more than 60% of Youth Court
convictions. The study found that while
family group conferences were the right
model for Māori, engagement with whanau,
iwi and hapu had fallen away.
Then Principal Youth Court Judge Andrew
Becroft said: “We have not seen the vision of
partnership with Māori delivered under the
[Children Young Persons and their Families]
Act. This is one of the great tragedies. What
theoretically would allow for partnership
with Māori has regressed into a state-run
system, and we are back where we were in
1989, with Māori not involved in the main
operational and decision-making processes.

It has become a government run and controlled
operation.”
The latest project
delivers on the book’s
recommendation for
iwi to provide greater
leadership and resolve
Lynda Hagen to work with the state
to implement the family group conference
system as envisaged.
Judge Henwood says she was introduced
to Sir Mark Solomon about three years ago
and was invited to make a presentation to
iwi chairs in 2013. Since then, a working
party has been set up by Naida Glavish,
co-chair of Ngāti Whatua, to take the book’s
recommendation forward. Its members are
Lorraine Toki of Ngāpuhi, Tame Te Rangi of
Ngāti Whatua, Tu Williams of Whakatohea
and Jennifer George.
“The framework will propose a way for
lawyers, the judicial liaison group, Police,
Corrections and CYF to relate to iwi when a
young person comes to notice for offending
behaviour,” she says.
Discussions on the framework have
already had a tangible result. The iwi chairs
have agreed that each iwi will maintain a
register of “go-to” people that state agencies can contact when care and protection
issues come up.
“A lot of this stuff is operational. There is
a lot of goodwill around. Any society should
ask how we can do justice better – this is
the one that is impacting the most in youth
justice,” Judge Henwood says.
With input from Judge Henwood, the Iwi
Chairs Justice Iwi Leaders Group is working
with the iwi chairs to develop the framework. The group is co-chaired by Naida
Glavish and Rahui Papa (Tainui-Waikato).
Justice Joe Williams is also expected to
add valuable advice.
Judge Henwood says the framework,
which should be finished in September, will

show what the new engagement system
will look like. The next stage will be to go
around each tribe to work out the detail.
“This is about iwi leading the way and
engaging with the state on better outcomes
for Māori youth. It is their challenge. We are
just helping where we can with the legwork
and the thinking. I hope that it will come
up with a few solid things that can really
make a difference,” she says.
The Law Foundation is very happy to
support this collaborative initiative and
its aspirational goals with funding.

The Law Foundation provided funding
for the iwi engagement framework and for
the book, New Zealand’s Gift to the World –
The Youth Justice Family Group Conference
(which was also supported by the Tindall
Foundation and the Todd Foundation). For
more information on the book, go to the
list of research publications on the Law
Foundation website at www.lawfoundation.
org.nz/?page_id=2568 and it will be found
under 2014 listings. ▪
Lynda Hagen is the Executive Director of the
New Zealand Law Foundation.
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What are the ‘big life moments’ for
lawyers and the resulting financial
challenges?

degrees and overseas work experience can be difficult and
regular trips home for the foreign spouse and the family,
expensive. The costs of separation can become even more
burdensome when the spouse’s elderly parents are no
longer able to visit or need support back home.

By Laetitia Peterson
In part one, which you can read in LawTalk
892, 15 July 2016, we covered the financial
impact of big life moments in the early
years of a lawyer’s career. In part two, we
continue our study of “The Game of Life”
and the financial crossroads we come to.

Big OE and the stubborn
New Zealand dollar
Most lawyers had spent time working and
living overseas, most commonly in their
20s and 30s in London, New York and Hong
Kong. Many believed the experience had
a positive financial impact long term. On
relocation, however, several noted a significant negative financial impact on their
salaries. Even with Pound Sterling savings
and a higher deposit for a house, the cost
of returning and a pay cut didn’t make it
any easier to enter Auckland’s competitive
property market. Younger lawyers then
faced the challenge of how best to invest
a lump sum.
The timing of returning funds to New
Zealand is also critical, since currency
fluctuations can make a big difference to
spending power. The Pound Sterling has
fluctuated wildly in the last two decades,
with many highs and lows. Depending on
timing, your saved amount could have been
a little less than doubled or almost quadrupled! It is purely the luck of the draw.
Even the Reserve Bank has been watching our overvalued dollar powerlessly. It
is also worth noting the potential tax consequences of leaving savings in a foreign
currency to make a gain.
The financial impact and challenges of
marrying a spouse met overseas are also
not to be underestimated, including adjustment to life in New Zealand. From personal
experience, I agree with comments made
by survey participants. Non-recognition of
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Cost of raising children

Laetitia Peterson

❝ It takes
a mighty
bankroll to
fund an epic
production,
such as your
career, family
and beyond

The birth of a child can often mean the female lawyer is no
longer able to work for at least a period of time. Dropping
from two incomes to one requires sacrifices, especially when
raising a young family. The adjustment can be stressful.
Several female lawyers did not take extended time off,
returning to work to pursue their careers. Others opted
for consulting or part-time roles instead.
UK research found women graduates waiting until an
average age of 35 to have children. Delaying motherhood
helps in career building and securing a house of choice,
but often at personal cost. Said Les Mayhew, Professor
of Statistics at London’s Cass Business School: “Women
who have children later in life may well have established
their careers, but they also face the risk of becoming the
‘sandwich generation’ – looking after ageing parents or
other relatives while also bringing up children.” The ongoing financial impact of children extends into adulthood.
Lawyers did not often highlight the impact of parental
leave, but the funding of children’s education and giving
children a head start were hotly debated. Education was
a concern for those in their 20s and 30s, as opposed to
those in their 40s and 50s with young children, for whom
paying private school fees was no longer disproportionate
to their income.
The pre-tax income needed to support three children
for 13 years at private schools is more than $900,000.
And that’s not including tertiary education. Taking into
account the average cost of an undergraduate education
at a New Zealand university and the associated living
costs (such as student accommodation) for each child
over three years, the necessary gross income increases
by more than $300,000. This brings the grand total for a
family with three children to more than $1.2 million. At a
ballpark chargeable rate per hour of $300, this translates
into more than 4,000 hours of billable time (or two years
of solid graft). No mean feat for many families, requiring
careful planning.
Views differed on tertiary education. Some happily covered costs. Others chose to teach their children varying
ways of paying for it themselves, with either a Governmentfunded student loan or a privately negotiated loan between
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parents and child.
Tertiary education is typically the biggest education cost
in New Zealand (as most children attend public schools)
with the average student debt more than $24,405, up 57%
from 2011. Many surveyed lawyers had never had a student
loan, but several younger lawyers who did, had repaid the
amount before graduating.
However, this may be changing. A recent survey revealed
that 83% of students expect to be in debt by the time they
graduate, with 73% (up from 65% in 2011) expecting that
their student loan will have a significant impact on the
ability to save for their retirement.
Most lawyers felt it important to give their children a
head start, varying from a private school education, to
paying for tertiary education, weddings, a deposit on a
house, cash distribution from a family trust or simply the
cost of adult children moving back home. However, offering
children the chance to save for a deposit on a house by
returning home can delay the parents’ ability to downsize.

Caring for elderly parents
At some stage, the financial impact starts to reverse as
children begin to look after ageing parents. For a number
of lawyers, looking after elderly parents had coincided
with supporting their children. Hence the expression the
“sandwich generation”.
Many had experienced or expected to experience the
death of a parent. However, not all saw such an event
impacting in a financial sense, underscoring an earlier
observation that most lawyers do not come from particularly wealthy backgrounds.
One surveyed lawyer clarified the position with regard
to the death of his mother. “It’s not an inheritance at all
she’s giving me,” he said. “She’s paying off a loan!”
I asked lawyers to specify the life events they expected
to experience in the next 10 years. Many in their 40s anticipated the death of a parent in their 50s. However, of those
currently in their 50s, only a handful identified such loss.
Those in their 60s and 70s appeared to be experiencing
parental bereavement at a much later stage.
One of my most memorable conversations took place
over coffee in a neighbourhood cafe with a retired lawyer
in his 70s. His face lit up as he talked about his parents and
the lovely life they still shared at ages 97 and 98. They had
lived a frugal but happy life and now lived independently
in a retirement home with no financial worries. His father, a
teacher, had contributed to the Government Superannuation
Fund (which is now closed to new members). They didn’t
have a lavish lifestyle, but were certainly no burden and
he could see them living to 110 at the rate they were going!
This really brought home to me the critical nature of
planning for a long future, especially since some of the
older superannuation schemes no longer exist and people
still want to retire at 65.

The myth of sabbaticals
With the 50s/60s/70s group, I frequently discussed sabbaticals, an old tradition in law firms and a real incentive
for new partners.

“Taking a sabbatical was life giving, where I experienced
a profound sense of living versus working. It was a return
to, and awakening, of self,” professional coach and lawyer
Martin Wilson says.
Offered by most firms, sabbaticals are quite different
from career breaks, the latter generally a proactive step
away from a legal career and often involving a decision
to leave. Both create space to recharge, obtain a better
perspective and even rethink a career in the law.
Mr Wilson recalls his sabbatical experience. “For the
first time in 20 years I experienced a sustained period of
meeting my needs, rather than others. I focused deeply
and productively on myself. Experienced too was a good
shift in capacity to trust, to reflect and draw on the past
plus build and ‘front foot’ the future. I realised that others
benefit, too, from my living in a more present, authentic
way; in my being out of ‘role’, whether that of provider,
lawyer or employer. Many looked on with concealed disapproval or open disbelief. I smiled, for only a year earlier
I experienced similar doubt.”
His formula to convert a sabbatical or career break from
a good notion into a beneficial reality was Trust + Decide
+ Act, which can also apply to the winding down of work
commitments.

Most feared four-letter word
Common to many transitions in life was the overarching
relationship with debt. Struggles with debt and the burden
of repayments were not confined to the younger generation.
Loan repayment and the relationship with debt (more
so than with money) were the prime priority for most
lawyers. Although debt can play a part in creating wealth,
the associated love-hate relationship deems it one of the
most feared four-letter words in the English language.
The word mortgage comes from the French words for
death and pledge, since the deal dies either the moment
you pay it in full or fail to fulfil your obligation to the bank.
But who wants a death pledge hanging over their head like
the Sword of Damocles? As a financial adviser, my advice
is simple. Pay off debt as soon as you can and don’t be
beholden to the bank. While it may sound conservative,
the day they repaid their loan in full, most lawyers felt a
weight lifted from their shoulders.
No matter which stage they are at in life, lawyers want
to call the shots. They want to be director, screenwriter,
editor and, most importantly, executive producer. It takes
a mighty bankroll to fund an epic production, such as your
career, family and beyond. But as the scenes change, the
fundamental production mantras remain the same. Keep
one eye on the budget, avoid costly reshoots and always
have your Oscar™ acceptance speech ready. ▪
Laetitia Peterson is a personal wealth adviser and is married to
competition barrister, Andrew Peterson. She has worked with
companies such as Goldman Sachs and boutique funds management firm Liontamer, which she co-founded with Janine Starks.
She is now the CEO (and founder) of The Private Office, helping
successful lawyers achieve the financial goals important to them
and their families.
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CPD Calendar
PROGRAMME

PRESENTERS

CONTENT

WHERE

WHEN

Sandra Grant
Roderick Joyce QSO QC
Nikki Pender
Paul Radich QC
Pru Steven QC
James Wilding

This workshop is an excellent opportunity for recently
admitted practitioners to develop practical skills in civil
litigation in an intense small-group workshop. You will learn
how to handle a single file from beginning to end, be able
to identify and understand the various steps in the process,
develop the practical skills you need to handle this and a
range of other litigation files, competently and confidently.

Wellington

17-18 Oct

Christchurch

21-22 Nov

Chair:
Lindsay McKay

The annual NZLS CLE Tax Conference will offer business
sessions focused on the most relevant tax developments
and issues, designed to ensure you keep abreast of tax
developments affecting your clients.

Auckland

13 Oct

Chair:
Justice Simon France

The ninth NZLS CLE Criminal Law Symposium is a must for
all lawyers practising in the criminal courts and all those
interested in recent criminal law developments. A range of
excellent presenters will cover topics including case law
updates, Evidence Act update, sentencing, and emerging
Search and Surveillance Act jurisprudence.

Wellington

30 Sep

Local Presenters

Duty lawyers are critical to the smooth running of a District
Court list. Here is a way to gain more of the knowledge and
skills you need to join this important group. This workshop is
made up of several parts.

Various

Feb-Nov

13-14 Oct

CIVIL LITIGATION
INTRODUCTION TO HIGH
COURT CIVIL LITIGATION
SKILLS

9 CPD hours

COMPANY, COMMERCIAL AND TAX
TAX CONFERENCE

7 CPD hours

CRIMINAL
CRIMINAL LAW
SYMPOSIUM

6.5 CPD hours

DUTY LAWYER TRAINING
PROGRAMME

11* CPD hours

*CPD hours may vary, see website

EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT LAW
CONFERENCE

Chair:
Peter Cullen

Join us for this year’s conference where there will be
new and evolving legal issues discussed extending your
knowledge of contemporary thinking in employment law.
And the opportunity to meet with old friends and make new
ones – a time for both learning and pleasure.

Auckland

Chair:
Lady Deborah
Chambers QC

The 2016 PRA intensive will be an intellectually stimulating
and informative update of benefit to family and property
practitioners at an advanced level and commercial/trust
lawyers of all levels who wish to up-skill. All those who
want to understand the ramifications of the Supreme Court
Decision on Clayton will find this intensive beneficial.

Wellington

14 Sep

Auckland

15 Sep

Theresa Donnelly
Annette Gray
Neil Williamson

Amendments to the PPPR Act and the regulations are
coming into effect. This practical seminar will address the
implications of these changes for practitioners, giving you
a clear understanding of the reforms, as well as practical
guidance when using the new forms.

Hamilton

18 Oct

Wellington

19 Oct

Auckland

20 Oct

Webinar

19 Oct

This workshop will show you how to run a domestic violence/
interim parenting case from go to whoa. Through precedents,
videos, a book of materials, and performance critique, this
course, recommended by the Legal Services Agency, is sound,
participatory and proven.

Christchurch

31 Oct1 Nov

Wellington

7-8 Nov

All lawyers wishing to practise on their own account whether
alone, in partnership, in an incorporated practice or as a
barrister, will be required to complete this course. (Note:
From 1 October 2012 all lawyers applying to be barristers sole
are required to complete Stepping Up). Developed with the
support of the New Zealand Law Foundation.

Wellington

8-10 Sep

Auckland

17-19 Nov

12.5 CPD hours

FAMILY
PRA INTENSIVE

7 CPD hours

PPPR ACT – CHANGES
AHEAD

3 CPD hours
2 CPD hours
INTRODUCTION TO
FAMILY LAW ADVOCACY
PRACTICE

John Adams
Usha Patel

13 CPD hours

Auckland

14-15 Nov

PRACTICE & PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
STEPPING UP –
FOUNDATION FOR
PRACTISING ON OWN
ACCOUNT

18.5 CPD hours

Director:
Stuart Spicer

For our FULL CPD calendar with programme details see www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

Online registration and payment can be made at:
www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

PROGRAMME

PRESENTERS

CONTENT

WHERE

WHEN

Philip Strang
David Murphy

To qualify as a trust account supervisor, you must complete
40-55 hours’ preparation, attend the assessment day and pass
all assessments.

Wellington

14 Sep

John Adams
Simon Cunliffe
Jane Hart

Successful opinions are persuasive. This workshop will show
you how to structure your document, manage tone, achieve
maximum impact and avoid common writing faults and much
more.

Christchurch

4 Oct

Chris Patterson

PRACTICE & PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
TRUST ACCOUNT
SUPERVISOR TRAINING
PROGRAMME

7.5 CPD hours
PERSUASIVE LEGAL
WRITING

6.5 CPD hours
EVIDENCE AND TRIAL
PREPARATION

6 Oct

This practical workshop covers the essential core skills of
every litigator and dispute resolution practitioner: collecting,
organising and using evidence to best effect. Topics include
case theory, effective trial preparation, and evidence, proof
and factual analysis (EPF).

Christchurch

15 Oct
5 Nov

Auckland

12 Nov

Dunedin

26 Nov

Attend this workshop to learn a practical framework
and gain specific analytical tools for working with legal
arguments.

Wellington

10 Oct

Auckland

13 Oct

Professor Douglas Lind

An advanced workshop designed for lawyers who have
attended the Logic for Lawyers workshop.

Wellington

11 Oct

Virginia Goldblatt;
plus either
David Patten; OR
Geoff Sharp

Mediation knowledge and skills are an increasingly important
adjunct to legal practice. Many more clients are taking disputes
to mediation (because it works) and the more that legal
advisers know about how it works the better. In addition,
practice as a mediator extends the service that lawyers can
offer the public.

Wellington

28-30 Oct

Lloyd Austin

A workshop to enable you to unlock the mysteries of
financial documents, gain an insight into the world of
accounting and make you more effective and confident
when advising your clients on financial matters.

Hamilton

7-8 Nov

Christchurch

9-10 Nov

Wellington

14-15 Nov

Auckland

16-17 Nov

This workshop builds on the NZLS CLE workshop Mediation
for Lawyers Part A which provided opportunity to
understand the process of mediation and to learn to think
like a mediator – not a lawyer. It provides further opportunity
to observe a civil mediation, to dissect it and to practise
mediation skills.

Auckland

25-27 Nov

Sarah Devoy
Natalie Miller

This presentation will consider specific issues relating to
cancellation of commercial contracts and leases, including a
discussion on recent case law in this area. It will aim to assist
practitioners with drafting cancellation clauses/cancellation
notices and when advising clients on cancellation.

Auckland

23 Aug

Jenny Cooper
Adam Ross

Personal civil and criminal liabilities for commercial conduct
have expanded significantly in the last two decades. This
presentation will focus on some of the key issues in relation
to personal liability including civil pecuniary penalties and
other remedies, contribution and apportionment, insurance,
the interface between the civil and criminal law, and the role
of both regulators and private litigants in enforcement of
commercial regulation.

Auckland

8 Sep

Professor Douglas Lind

5 CPD hours

ADVANCED LOGIC FOR
LAWYERS

5 Oct

Auckland

Wellington

3 CPD hours

LOGIC FOR LAWYERS

Wellington

5 CPD hours
UNDERSTANDING
MEDIATION – MEDIATION
FOR LAWYERS PART A

14.5 CPD hours
READING ACCOUNTS
AND BALANCE SHEETS

7 CPD hours
MEDIATION FOR
LAWYERS PART B –
CIVIL/COMMERCIAL AND
FAMILY

Denise Evans
Virginia Goldblatt
Geoff Sharp

15 CPD hours

IN SHORT - AUCKLAND
ISSUES IN
CANCELLATION
OF COMMERCIAL
CONTRACTS AND LEASES

2 CPD hours
CIVIL PENALTIES FOR
COMMERCIAL CONDUCT

2 CPD hours

To contact us | Visit: www.lawyerseducation.co.nz
Email: cle@lawyerseducation.co.nz | Phone: CLE information on 0800 333 111.
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Lawyers
Complaints Service
Percentage billing
inappropriate
A lawyers standards committee has
ordered a lawyer, B, who invoiced an estate
$22,754.68 on a “percentage of the estate”
billing method, to reduce his legal fees to
$6,000 plus GST and disbursements.
The estate was not very high value nor
did the standards committee consider it a
complex or difficult estate.
“The fees should therefore reflect this.”
There were only two estate assets to deal
with – funds in one bank account and the
proceeds of a property sale and there was
only one beneficiary. The fees charged for
the sale were separate and not included
in the complaint.
The $22,754.68 fee B charged “shows
the stark inappropriateness of adopting a
pure percentage-based billing method as
the fees charged have no bearing on what
is considered to be a fair and reasonable
fee,” the committee said.
“As such, the committee has accepted
the recommendation set out in the cost
assessor’s report that a fair and reasonable
fee for the administration of the estate is
$6,000 plus GST.”

Unsatisfactory conduct
The committee found unsatisfactory conduct by B, for charging fees that were unfair
and unreasonable.
The daughter of the deceased, who had
been granted Letters of Administration
in the estate, complained to the Lawyers
Complaints Service about the fees B charged
in administering the estate. Subsequently,
the parties advised the Lawyers Complaints
Service that the matter had been satisfactorily resolved and that the complaint had
been withdrawn.
The committee noted that regardless of
whether the complaint had been resolved
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and the parties had entered into an agreement, the fees charged still had to be reasonable in terms of rule 9 of the Rules of
Conduct and Client Care.
The committee said it also noted that
it was part of its role to protect the consumer, regardless of whether the parties
had reached a settlement.
It therefore decided to continue to deal
with the complaint, sought a cost assessors’
report and then made orders following its
review of the case.
The committee noted the generally considerable difficulties with imposing a flat
percentage surcharge on an estate, as identified in both Court and LCRO decisions.
“In assessing whether a fee is fair and
reasonable, it is also necessary to undertake a global assessment of the fee and
to ‘stand back’ and determine whether in
all of the circumstances, the fees are fair
and reasonable.
“In this instance, the committee does
not consider that [B] has done so,” the
committee said.
As well as ordering B to reduce his fees,
the committee ordered him to pay $750
costs.

Dangers involved
The committee further ordered publication
of the facts of the case “to make lawyers
aware of the dangers involved with adopting a percentage-based approach and to
serve as a reminder to lawyers of the reasonable fee factors to be taken into account
when assessing the reasonableness of the
fees charged.”
The factors a lawyer must take into
account when setting fees are set out in
rule 9.1 of the Rules of Conduct and Client
Care. The reasonable fee factors listed in
rule 9.1 are:
▪▪ the time and labour expended;
▪▪ the skill, specialised knowledge, and
responsibility required to perform the
services properly;
▪▪ the importance of the matter to the client

and the results achieved;
▪▪ the urgency and circumstances in which
the matter is undertaken and any time
limitations imposed, including those
imposed by the client;
▪▪ the degree of risk assumed by the lawyer
in undertaking the services, including
the amount or value of any property
involved;
▪▪ the complexity of the matter and the
difficulty or novelty of the questions
involved;
▪▪ the experience, reputation, and ability
of the lawyer;
▪▪ the possibility that the acceptance of the
particular retainer will preclude engagement of the lawyer by other clients;
▪▪ whether the fee is fixed or conditional
(whether in litigation or otherwise);
▪▪ any quote or estimate of fees given by
the lawyer;
▪▪ any fee agreement (including a conditional fee agreement) entered into
between the lawyer and client;
▪▪ the reasonable costs of running a practice; and
▪▪ the fee customarily charged in the market
and locality for similar legal services. ▪

Changing
your LawTalk
delivery address
If you want to change the address that
your copy of LawTalk is sent to, you need
to contact the New Zealand Law Society
Registry.
The LawTalk address labels are generated from the Registry database. If
you change your address with Registry,
it automatically changes your LawTalk
delivery address.
There is a form on the Law Society
website to do this. It is at www.lawsociety.
org.nz/for-lawyers/change-your-details.
You can contact Registry at registry@
lawsociety.org.nz.
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Bryce Paki Flavell

Wills
Baillie, Sandra
Joanne
Christie, Janet May
Coates, Joynce
Dunbar, Mere Faye
Flanagan,
Anthony Paul
Flavel, Bryce Paki
Ikimata, Mali
Kamphuis, Bavorn
Marks, Kelvin Ray
Mau, Pine
Montgomery,
Gary Ramon

Morris, Kevin John
Patel, Bharatbhai
Keshavbhai
Rangiwhetu,
Niwa Gordon
Rere, Teremoana
Saggers,
Margaret June
Veldhuizen,
Sonya Marietta
Watson, Kelvin Royce
Whitley, David
Vaughan
Yin, Guang

Sandra Joanne Baillie
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Whangarei, unemployed, born
on 1 December 1963, who died on 8 June 2016,
please contact Mark Mitchell, Hamish.Fletcher
Lawyers:
 mark@hflaw.co.nz
 03 539 0210 or 021 105 3729
 PO Box 1673, Nelson 7040

Janet May Christie
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, aka Janet Christie, late of Winton,
Southland and previously of Glen Eden, Auckland,
born on 24 September 1938, who died in Dunedin
on 5 July 2016, please contact Lesley Instone,
Macalisters Lawyers:
 lmi@macalisters.co.nz
 03 218 3184  03 218 6702
 PO Box 836, Invercargill 9840, DX YX10210

Joyce Coates
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Humphrey Street, Marton, who died
on 10 July 2016, please contact Mark Richardson,
Lawyer:
 markjrichardson@paradise.net.nz
 06 327 8606  06 327 8595
 PO Box 216, Marton 4741

Mere Faye Dunbar
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, aka Mary Faye Dunbar, late of 21 Weka
Street, Whakatane, Retired, who died on 30 March
2016, please contact Desiree Hepple, Holland
Beckett Lawyers:
 desiree.hepple@hobec.co.nz
 07 926 2282  07 578 8055
 Private Bag 12011, Tauranga 3143
DX JA31518, Whakatane

Anthony Paul Flanagan
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of 9 McAlpine Place, Rangiora,
Apprentice Co-Ordinator, born on 2 March 1956,
who died on 8 June 2015, please contact Vicki
Brown, Helmore Stewart:
 vicki.brown@helmores-law.co.nz
 03 311 8008  03 311 8011
 PO Box 44, Rangiora 7440

Would any lawyer holding a will for the above named,
Fork Lift Operator, who died in Auckland on 14 May
2016, please contact Margaret McKinnon, Gaze Burt:
 margaret.mckinnon@gazeburt.co.nz
 09 414 9805
 PO Box 301251, Albany, Auckland 0752

Mali Ikimata
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Australia, Retired, who died on 5
November 2014 in NSW 2065, Australia, please
contact Marilyn Brooks, Public Trust:
 Marilyn.Brooks@publictrust.co.nz
 09 983 5275
 PO Box 642, Whangarei 0140

Bavorn Kamphuis
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Auckland, who died on 13 June
2016, aged 67 years, please contact John Spence,
Davenports West Lawyers Limited:
 john.spence@davenportswest.co.nz
 09 836 4099  09 837 2671
 PO Box 21-248. Henderson 0650, DX DP92512

Kelvin Ray Marks (electrician)
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Shag Point Otago, electrician, who
died at Dunedin on 15 July 2016, please contact
Alistair Paterson, Barrister and Solicitor:
 alistairpaterson@xtra.co.nz
 03 474 1590  03 474 1591
 PO Box 5330, Dunedin 9058

Pine Mau
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, aka Joe Pine Mau, late of 6 Portage Road,
Papatoetoe, railway employee, who died on 28
June 2016, please contact Manu Rogers, Rogers
Barristers and Solicitors:
 rogerslaw@vodafone.co.nz
 09 415 8974  PO Box 380, Kaikohe 0440

Gary Ramon Montgomery
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Remuera, Auckland, who died in April
2016, please contact Nicki Sowman, Malley & Co:
 nicki.sowman@malley.co.nz
 03 363 6351  03 365 4613
 PO Box 1202, Christchurch 8140

Kevin John Morris

Niwa Gordon Rangiwhetu
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Lower Hutt, Storeman, who died
on or about 28 April 2015, please contact Paul
Logan, ARL Lawyers:
 siobhan.simpson@arl-lawyers.co.nz
 04 566 6777  04 569 3354
 PO Box 30-430, Lower Hutt 5040
DX RP42002

Teremoana Rere
Would any lawyer particularly in the Auckland
region holding a will for the above named, late
of 37 Pearl Baker Drive, Otara, Auckland, who
died on 3 April 2015, please contact Ilsaad Razak,
West City Law Limited:
 irazak@xtra.co.nz
 09 838 6353  09 838 6350
 PO Box 21176, Henderson, Auckland 0650

Margaret June Saggers
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Christchurch, please contact Megen
McKay, Malley & Co:
 megen.mckay@malley.co.nz
 03 344 3754  03 349 6606
 PO Box 1202, Christchurch 8140

Sonya Mariëtta Veldhuizen
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Auckland and of Northland, who
died at Kaiwaka on 8 June 2016, please contact
Kirsten Ferguson or Virginia Nelson, Morrison
Kent Lawyers:
 virgina.nelson@morrisonkent.com
 04 472 0020  04 472 7017
 PO Box 10035, Wellington 6143, DX SP20203

Kelvin Royce Watson
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Christchurch, Mechanic, born
on 1 November 1958, who died on 11 May 2013,
please contact Mark Mitchell, Hamish.Fletcher
Lawyers:
 mark@hflaw.co.nz
 03 539 0210 or 021 105 3729
 PO Box 1673, Nelson 7040

Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of 14 Ewington Road, Mount Eden,
Auckland, Retired, who died on 16 December 2015
at Elizabeth Knox Home and Hospital, Epsom,
Auckland, please contact Nikhat Chandra,
Johnston Prichard Fee Limited:
 nikhat.chandra@jpf.co.nz
 09 303 3295  09 307 1283
 PO Box 1115, Auckland 1140, DX CP24022

David Vaughan Whitley

Bharatbhai Keshavbhai Patel

Guang Yin

Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of 19 Puriri Crescent, Rotorua, who
died on 5 June 2016 aged 51 years, please contact
Louis Te Kani, Families Matter Law Practice:
 louis@familiesmatter.co.nz
 07 348 5160 or 021 274 1657
 1202 Pukaki Street, Rotorua 3010

Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of Auckland, who died on 20 July 2014,
please contact Mo Yee Poon, YT Choi Lawyers:
 moyee.poon@ytchoilawyers.com
 09 300 9974  09 337 0775
 PO Box 7443, Wellesley St, Auckland 1141
DX CX10155

Would any lawyer holding a will for the above
named, late of 328 Great South Road, Opaheke,
Papakura, born on 8 June 1972, who died between
14 March 2016 and 15 March 2016, please contact
Upper Hutt Law:
 christine@upperhuttlaw.co.nz
 04 528 7165  04 528 2998
 PO Box 40501, Upper Hutt 5140, DX RP44501
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Law Society Registry
Comments concerning the suitability of any of the below-named applicants for the certificate or approval being sought should be made in writing
to me by 18 August 2016. Any submissions should be given on the understanding that they may be disclosed to the candidate. The Registry is
now advertising names of candidates for certificates of character, practising certificates and approvals to practise on own account on the NZLS
website at www.lawsociety.org.nz/for-lawyers/law-society-registry/applications-for-approval.
— Christine Schofield, Registry Manager
 christine.schofield@lawsociety.org.nz  04 463 2940  0800 22 30 30  04 463 2989

Admission
Under Part 3 of
the Lawyers and
Conveyancers Act 2006
Aquilina Jonathan
George Norman
Arthur Kate Jennifer
Bennett Sarah Philippa
Bhandal Michelle Maria
Bickerton Alexandra
Sewell
Billington Nicole
Elizabeth Mary
Chambers Sarona
Merearihi Tuakana
Cross Jessica Rose

Dear Corena Nancy (née
Haines, Corena Nancy)
Dyer Katherine Marie
Good Natalie Jade
Gorringe Isabella
Dalrymple
Haines Charlie David
Harding Huia Rudi
Heywood Nikkitha
Elizabeth
Lal Nirvana Neha
Leggat James
Gordon Benseman
Liu Cheng-Hsin
Louden Christy Ann
Mark Hope Greer
(previously also Krause)

McLeod Jadeine Louise
Morgan Keryn Lee
Randle Graeme Bruce
Smiler Amanda
Jane (previously also
Ryder and Harris)
Song Daniel (previously
Kim Bum Su)
Steven Samuel Rae
Taane Morton
Forest Valentine
Te Puke-Cowperthwaite
Jesney Rebekah
Thompson Brenton Hugh
Trownson Larissa Nicole
Utama Tiffany Lynlie
van der Plas Karl Taylor

Whyte Clinton Kaleb
Wright Emma Rose
Young Alexander
Phineas

Approval to
Practise on
Own Account
Under
s 30 of the Lawyers and
Conveyancers Act 2006
Brittain Olivia Jane
Burton Ella Jacqueline
Credin Aimee Leslie
Dufty Dale Joseph
Graham Glenda Elaine

LAWYER/
LEGAL EXECUTIVE

ROOM AVAILABLE
Vulcan Building Chambers has a large room opening to a
sunny deck available to a barrister wishing to share facilities
with five other barristers. An adjacent secretarial area and a
small room for a junior barrister is also available. The wellestablished chambers are located on the top two levels of the
historic Vulcan Buildings in Vulcan Lane and enjoy a quality
contemporary fit-out.
Facilities include: Website, boardroom, library, kitchen,
shower, ultra fast broadband, networked printing and
photocopying and VOIP phone system. The chambers have a
dedicated and capable receptionist/office junior.
Please email: reception@vulcanbuilding.co.nz
or phone 09 300 1253

We are a successful, long-established practice over 40 years in South Auckland
seeking additional staff to help meet ongoing expansion needs. Our friendly team
reflects a wide range of age and cultural diversity, which matches our client base,
with a not so young female sole practitioner at the helm.
We are seeking a qualified NZILE or lawyer with at least three years’ recent
experience in a similar firm. With excellent customer service skills and a solid work
history you will be efficient and professional with a range of experience in property
and general practice. You may be a returner to the marketplace seeking flexible
hours, or a go-getter aspiring to partnership. You may be a senior practitioner
seeking to combine your practice and lessen your responsibilities, or a younger
lawyer/legal executive seeking to grow your potential. There are opportunities for
all in a positive growth environment.
CV’s to lisat@btlawauckland.co.nz

Life-style legal practice
If there is such a thing we believe we have
created it. Tony and Rosemary Lee offer
for sale their unique Legal Practice
at beautiful Mission Beach in
Tropical North Queensland.
 Accomodation onsite available
 Registered boat mooring
Please direct enquiries to admin@leeandco.com.au
or phone on 07 4068 8100
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Hartley Diana Karen
Kenny Leanne Ruth
Lister Sarah Louise
Pasley Thomas Michael
Patterson Anna Louise
Pervan Tracey Mary
Rielly Joanne Elizabeth
Sandbrook Karl Colin
Thornton Linda
Turner Keith Harold

D I G I TA L
S E C R E TA R Y
I am an experienced legal secretary offering a
professional and prompt transcription service
using digital dictation. This service is ideal for sole
practitioners and small practices. Confidentiality
guaranteed.

Pauline Southwick
 027 289 8175

 pauline-s@clear.net.nz
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REFEREES, DISPUTES TRIBUNAL
There will shortly be a process for the appointment
of Referees in the Christchurch Region. Members of
the public are invited to submit the names of persons
who are considered suitable for appointment as
Referee.

Litigation Solicitor
5+ years PQE Auckland
McElroys is a boutique litigation & insurance
practice in Auckland seeking a motivated
and skilled civil litigator. The role involves a
mixture of professional indemnity, general
liability and indemnity work. The applicant
should have good technical civil litigation
skills. Experience with Christchurch
earthquake claims or similar would be
an advantage.
Please apply to Melanie Quintal, Practice Manager,
email: melanie.quintal@mcelroys.co.nz
with a resume (including any references), and
academic transcript.

Nominations must be sent in writing or by email.
They must contain the name, address, telephone
number and email address of both the nominator
and the person being nominated.
Once a nomination has been received, the person
who is nominated will be sent an application pack
with details relating to the position and how to apply
for it.
Nominations are to be made to the Principal Disputes
Referee, Private Bag 32 001, Featherston Street,
Wellington 6146, Ph: (04) 462 6695, or email:
Kelly-Lea.Brown@justice.govt.nz
Nominations must be received by this office no later
than 12 noon on Friday 26 August 2016.

AT THE HEART OF GOVERNMENT LEGAL MATTERS

Team Manager/Crown Counsel - Revenue
Crown Law takes pride in providing high quality, practical legal
advice and representation to the Government in matters that affect
all New Zealanders. We have some of the finest legal minds in
New Zealand. This could be your opportunity to work with them.
At Crown Law you will immerse yourself in some of this country’s most
important and high profile cases. You will work with leading public
lawyers and find professional challenges you won’t find anywhere else.
It is rewarding and challenging work that will see you making your mark.
On top of that we can offer a collegial and flexible work environment and
unique career development opportunities.
Due to internal appointments in senior roles, we are looking to appoint a
Team Manager/Crown Counsel for our Revenue Team within the Crown
Legal Risk Group. Through 3 public law teams and a revenue team,
the group works across a range of sectors including procurement,
immigration, health, education, social security, land and natural
resources, employment, privacy, and family law.
The Revenue Team advises and represents the Crown on matters
concerning the protection of revenue. The team provides advice on

powers and functions, both statutory and non-statutory, and is involved
in a wide range of litigation including tax challenge proceedings, judicial
review and appeals against the Crown.
The team represents its clients in all jurisdictions including Tribunals,
the High Court, the Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court and has a
client base including the Inland Revenue Department, Reserve Bank of
New Zealand, the New Zealand Customs Service and the Treasury.
This position involves management responsibilities for a team of 9
lawyers, alongside a legal practice that will occupy up to half of the
appointee’s time. Management responsibilities include maintaining
effective relationships with colleagues in client departments, allocation
of work, professional and pastoral support, coordinating training and
general team/personnel management.
All applications should include a covering letter, curriculum vitae
and academic transcript, citing the above vacancy and where the
vacancy was seen. Please send applications to hr@crownlaw.govt.nz.
Applications close at 5pm on Monday 29 August 2016.

Crown Law is committed to the principles of Equal Employment Opportunity
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AT THE HEART OF GOVERNMENT LEGAL MATTERS

Crown Counsel - Public Law
Crown Law takes pride in providing high level legal advice and
representation to the Government in matters that affect all
New Zealanders. We have some of the finest legal minds in
New Zealand. This could be your opportunity to work with them.
At Crown Law you will immerse yourself in some of this country’s most
important and high profile legal issues. You will work with leading public
lawyers and find professional challenges that you won’t find anywhere
else. It is rewarding and challenging work that will see you making your
mark. On top of that we offer an open and flexible work environment
and unique career development opportunities. Appointments to a part
time position will be considered in appropriate cases.
We are looking to appoint Crown Counsel to join our Public Law teams
within the Crown Legal Risk group. The position will involve the conduct
of litigation and provision of advice across Government regarding public
administration and decision-making, Crown risk and regulatory power.

We are seeking experienced lawyers with an interest in public law
who are able to take a lead role in the team’s work and to mentor and
develop junior counsel. There will be more than one appointment, with
a role in the team specialising in natural resource matters, including
land law and public works, environmental, planning and conservation
issues. Another role will be in one of the teams advising Ministers and
departments in the growth and regulatory sector (including business,
immigration, housing, employment and internal affairs), the social services
sector (including education and health) and on defence matters.
While you will be able to gain and maintain expertise in particular areas
of law and practice, you also will work across the Crown Legal Risk
group, and the office on a range of legal issues.
For a copy of the position description please go to the careers
section of our website at www.crownlaw.govt.nz. To apply, please
email your covering letter, curriculum vitae and academic transcript
to hr@crownlaw.govt.nz.
Applications close at 5pm on Monday 29 August 2016.

Crown Law is committed to the principles of Equal Employment Opportunity

AT THE HEART OF GOVERNMENT LEGAL MATTERS

Crown Counsel - Criminal Group, Wellington or Auckland
Join us at the cutting edge of the practice of criminal law.

All applicants must have the following:

Crown Law takes pride in providing high quality legal advice
and representation to the Government in matters that affect all
New Zealanders including crime, tax, the Treaty of Waitangi, human rights
and New Zealand’s constitution. We have some of the finest legal minds
in New Zealand. This could be your opportunity to work with them.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Crown Law currently has vacancies for Crown Counsel in the Criminal
Group. The legal work undertaken by the Criminal Group includes the
conduct of criminal appeals in the High Court, Court of Appeal and
Supreme Court; dealing with requests to and from other countries
in respect of mutual legal assistance and extradition; and other
miscellaneous Law Officer functions of a criminal nature. You will have
the opportunity to work on some of the most important and high
profile criminal cases in New Zealand, together with some of the most
experienced criminal advocates in the country. These are permanent
positions and can be based in either Wellington or Auckland.

A current New Zealand practising certificate (or be eligible to obtain one)
The ability to manage significant files with minimal supervision
A strong academic record
Excellent oral and written communication skills
An interest in international criminal law
Legal experience in the New Zealand criminal jurisdiction, ideally
conducting appeals in the Court of Appeal and/or jury trials in the
District and High Courts.

Applicants must also have a legal right to live and work in New Zealand,
and be willing to complete a Ministry of Justice Criminal Records Check.
For a copy of the position description please go to the careers section
of our website at www.crownlaw.govt.nz. All applications should include
a covering letter, curriculum vitae and academic transcript, citing the
above vacancy and be sent to hr@crownlaw.govt.nz.
Applications close at 5pm on Friday 2 September 2016.

Crown Law is committed to the principles of Equal Employment Opportunity
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Like any big concept the idea of justice evolves as our society changes. What was normal 5 years’ ago
may not be acceptable now.
That’s why, at the Ministry of Justice we’re on a journey to redefine our relationship with New Zealanders.

Senior Criminal Lawyer
Public Defence Service, Wellington and Manukau
Vacancy 27592 for Wellington
Vacancy 27594 for Manukau
• Advance your legal career within a collegial environment
• Develop your leadership skills
• Commitment to your ongoing professional development
The Public Defence Service is committed to providing independent, high quality legal advice and representation in a full range of
criminal cases, including providing professional leadership of the duty lawyer service.
This is a great opportunity to provide high quality mentoring and training and develop your experience and advance your legal career
within a collegial and supportive team environment. This role offers varied criminal work, including high profile and challenging cases,
High Court and Court of Appeal appearances.
You will report to a Deputy Public Defender and your enthusiasm and skills will contribute to the delivery of high quality defence
services. You must be an experienced criminal litigator, with a PAL 3 or 4 approval level (or the ability to obtain this within a short time
frame). You will have strong advocacy skills, be able to work in a team and relate well to people from diverse backgrounds. The key
focus of this role requires that you are keen to lead and assist with the training, mentoring and supervision of junior PDS lawyers.
You will be willing to assist the Deputy Public Defender with the full range of administrative and legal tasks that must be undertaken in
running a busy criminal law practice.
Duties

Skills and experience

• Prepare and present in-house training for lawyers on legal issues * Qualified to practise law in New Zealand immediately
• Coach and mentor other lawyers
* Hold Provider Approval Level 3 or 4
• Quality assurance - undertaking file reviews and court observations
* Strong advocacy skills
• Supervise other lawyers
* Ability to work in a team
• Appear in Court (this role does not require you to manage
a trial caseload).

* Relate well to people from a diverse background.

To apply, please go to the Ministry of Justice vacancies website apply.justice.govt.nz click on the position job title and follow the
instructions. Applications close on Monday, 22 August 2016.
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The Wright Brothers’ Conquest of the Air in 1903.

SUCCESSFUL INNOVATION
FORCES EVOLUTION
Introducing Lexis Advance – legal research simplified.
®

Just as the first flight led to the aeroplanes and space craft of today,
Lexis Advance has taken a leap forward over current online research.
This next generation legal research solution is refreshingly intuitive
and flexible. Using a single smart search box Lexis Advance is
designed with efficiency in mind – giving you back more time.

COMING THIS OCTOBER

There are always decisions on your online research platform,
but only one choice: Lexis Advance.

ONE SIMPLE SEARCH BOX

GIVING YOU BACK MORE TIME TO DO WHAT MATTERS MOST.

TALK TO YOUR RELATIONSHIP MANAGER OR VISIT OUR
WEBSITE WWW.LEXISNEXIS.CO.NZ/LEXISADVANCE
TO REQUEST A FREE TRIAL.
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